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ABSTRACT
The primary aim and thrust of this dissertation has been to design
a teacher training philosophy and curriculum that would facilitate a
method of instruction independent of expensive, commercial teaching
tools. The possession of this skill will enable teachers to teach
effectively despite sparse budget appropriations and the absence of
materials
.
It may be observed that economically privileged school systems
have equipment in abundance; while impoverished school systems are
lacking sufficient tools, books and other teaching accessories.
This thesis was developed on the premise that it is necessary for
teachers to have the skill of Minimum Resource Teaching if schools of
economically deprived communities are to fulfill the objective of pro
viding a good education for the children of those communities which they
serve.
Initial research revealed that most teacher training programs
prepare teachers for middle class teaching situations and were
oblivious
to the fact that all teacher placement is not in the
suburbs nor in middle
(vl)
class urban school systems. The teachers placed in Impoverished rural
and urban areas are malequipped for what they meet. They frequently
become disciplinarians of bored children.
The curriculum design of Minimum Resource Teaching implements
methods which make it possible to construct lessons having qualities
similar to those which have been constructed by utilizing commercial
resources. From environmental resources and "discards" teachers are
advised in lesson planning and teaching methods that are Interesting
and relevant to the students and capable of achieving the
educational
objectives of any school system. With the consideration of what is
available and what is not curriculum plans and teaching techniques
have been devised in this teacher training design.
Incorporated in this training plan are a philosophy and rationale
for minimum resource teaching, a transitory vehicle to assist
the
training teacher in learning non-tradltlonal methods of teaching,
a
curriculum design for Minimum Resource Teaching, an index of
available
environmental resources for Minimum Resource Teaching and finally
the
description and construction plans for a variety of teaching
tools made
from minimum resources.
The implementation of this design for teacher training
should not
imply or seek to encourage acceptance of the class
distinctions within
our school systems. Minimum Resource Teaching is a
"meantime" alternative
which can offer students of economically deprived
schools superior teaching
inspite of the inferior equipment that may be present.
In this plan
techniques and methods which would enable schools
to get the most
any teacher placement situation, and to effectively
offer quality education
to all of the children.
(vii)
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INTRODUCTION
The attitudes of American educators, past and present, have implied,
through the characterization and component of curricula, a philosophy
of education for non-whites and the economically disadvantaged. This
philosophy, though unstated formally and undocumented has in its form
been effective. The basic story of academic achievement in American
schools for non-whites is one of inefficiency, inferiority, and massive
deterioration. The further these students progress in school, the
larger the proportion who are retarded and the greater is the discre-
pancy between their achievement and the achievement of other children
in America.^ Historically the Black American has not been educated
equally to white Americans. Blacks were imported from Africa as
chattel to be slaves.^ An education which would include literary
studies, numerology and computing were not integral necessities for
the designed function of these transplanted people. Even after slavery,
the prevailing attitudes regarding Black education continued to influence
what Blacks should and should not learn. ^ Agrarian arts and domestic
skills characterized the education for Blacks rather than literary and
scientific emphases.'^ A consequence of that education has been the
perpetuation of a class powerless to effect the character of its
destiny. The low productivity and literacy rates which result from
inferior education cause an undiscerning observer to conclude inherent
inferiorities about the intellectual capacities of non-whites. A
cycle is created when education is based on these expectations. It
may, however, be more accurate to state that education for non-whites
is based on a lack of expectations.
(xli)
The problems Is the ghetto schools are enormous: Curriculums are
poor and outdated; teachers are unskilled. Indifferent, or hostile;
classes are large; counseling Is Inadequate; physical plants are
dilapidated. General strategies proposed to alleviate the problems
Include Integration, compensatory education and curriculum enrichment,
and most recently decentralisation and community control „lth accompanying
plans for Increased Black studies. Each strategy has advantages as
well as serious shortcomings. Each has Its advocates and detractors.
It is certainly true that the problems of the schools are complex and
are Intertwined with the other problems In the ghetto. However, because
of either deliberate Intent or massive indifference, the quality of
education in the Black community has not improved significantly In
the past two decades.^
Present day objectives of non-white education as subscribed
nearly three hundred years ago show minimal difference from the educa-
tional objectives for that group in the twentieth century. When a
child is placed in a school that is decidedly inferior to schools for
Caucasian children, his education suffers adverse consequences. One
consequence is the feeling of inadequacy. Ironically when negative
stimuli are imposed on the human psyche it somehow attributes inadequacy
to Itself rather than to the perpetrator of that stimuli. So by the
time a non-white child in America has attended the schools available
to him and absorbed the doctrines laid out for him he is prepared
for little else than continued oppression. A personal loss as well as
a national one results from rhe mis-education of npn-whltes and the
poor. Country and individual alike could benefit from valid and
(xili)
functional education.
The proposal of this candidate has been to learn and subsequently
document the processes of efficient teaching with a minimum of hard-ware,
expensive, commercial teacher tools. Commercial tools are sparse in
the schools which educate the non-white and poor of America. There is
no doubt in my mind that a competent teacher must have those skills to
survive the schools of economically deprived communities, and be able
to provided the children of those schools with a good education. The
well equipped commercial hard-ware used for teaching tools are found in
the better serviced middle—class communities.
Unfortunately, at this time most teacher training programs (as
documented in this candidate’s dissertation) prepare teachers for
middle class teaching situations. "Professional education suffers
very greatly from a lack of congruence between the actual performance
of its graduates and the training programs through which they are put."^
Teacher placement, however, is not entirely in the suburbs and
the teacher placed in neglected urban schools, rural schools or Indian
reservations are ill prepared to perform efficiently in the classrooms
of these schools and frequently become disciplinarians of bored children
housed in buildings that are little more than warehouses containing
minors under the legal age of leaving such a non-productive situation.
While protesting educational inequities based on economic class
and race, children oppressed by those inequities should meanwhile
receive competent and efficient teaching . . . and can if their
teachers are trained dually in the use of expensive commercial teacher-
aid tools and in the use of an imagination trained to devise and
(xiv)
implement teacher-aid tools from minimum environmental resources.
Quality education can result in interesting and relevant lessons with
a minimum of equipment and teacher made materials.
With the consideration of what is available and what is not
available, and the temperament of students' curriculum plans, teaching
techniques can be devised. Some of my plans will encompass the
classroom with only one deficiency. Others with several or all of the
forementioned deficiencies. I will incorporate this variety in my
study. Also in this dissertation will be an exploration of an ignored
need: Minimum resource teaching and to amass teaching techniques
for a curriculum for the in-service and training teacher. Training
teachers to assess teaching and learning environments for useable
resources in teaching offer this candidate a possibility for salvaging
the minds and creativity of the non-white and Impoverished children
victimized by a society that first denies them equal education and
secondly offers them teachers lacking skills to educate under most
situations. The salvaging of such would be the embodiment of the most
significant ecological concept.
After substantiating the rationale for designing a Minimum Resource
Teaching Curriculum, it has been necessary that a survey be made of
American teacher training institutions to assess the preparedness of
American teachers to teach without the hardware and commercial teaching
tools found in well equipped schools. This has necessitated an
exploration and evaluation of the curricula of teacher education.
The implementation of Minimum Resource Teacher Training might be
regarded as politically subversive in its confrontation with a political
untruth. Yet such an implementation in the face of documented evidence
of the omission of like curricula in teacher training must be explored.
The contents herewith present that evidence from intensive research.
I have come to believe that given such an orientation, training can
then proceed to techniques and the execution of a methodology to attend
to deficiencies which have impeded the academic productivity of non-
white and economically disadvantaged Americans. Hereafter those persons
of color, that is, non-white minorities will be referred to inter-
changeably as Third World People.
The author addresses herself to the American teacher who is out-
raged at the present system of education which excludes and neglects
the needs of non-white and economically disadvantaged children and
seeks an alternative to teaching that will efficiently educate them
inspite of the existing structures for the education of these powerless
groups. On the basis of the belief that quality education is possible
even without expensive commercially made learning aids I find reasons
to further substantiate this concept and Incorporate within the
dissertation proof and methodology thereof. There will be presented
an orientation for teachers who are seeking perspectives toward more
successful teaching. Processes containing procedures and techniques
for teaching that will utilize environmental resources will comprise
the third component of this dissertation.
Finally, the contents will present an index of inexpensive or
free resources to be used as alternates to the expensive, commercially
constructed learning aids. Also within this index will be tools made
(xvi)
from environmental resources which are described as to use and construe
tion. This documented presentation and procedure should thereby
maximize the possibility of efficient teaching that is independent
of tools commercially made and politically distributed on the basis of
racial or ethnic origins and economic class.
(xvil)
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CHAPTER I
THE PHILOSOPHY AJID RATIONALE FOR
MINIIfUM RESOURCE TEACHING
All children, regardless of conceptual origins in relation to
race and class status, should be educated and armed with skills that
will enhance survival and positive intrinsic appraisal of self.
Transcending political dictates concerned teachers should seek means
to provide development that will serve as impetus to preserve human
dignity. It is this search that constitutes the core of the philosophy
of minimum resource teaching.
There is general agreement that teachers newly assigned to the
urban school must alter their idealistic expectations, revamp their
teaching strategies learned in college and contrive new methods in
order to be successful. It is assumed that teachers are ill-equipped
to meet the demands of such a different cultural setting. Just suppose
that this advice is sage, and granting that beginning teachers aspire
to be adequate, the relevant question itself is: Where does the teacher
acquire appropriate information on which to base intelligent decisions
for self-change?
Obviously any counsel to change given in the absence of specific
direction provides an additional dimension of insecurity. Not only
does it serve to undermine a teacher's confidence, but it fails to offer
features that might enable improvement; thus, the proposition only
serves to alienate its advocate. In effect, the teacher is told that
because urban poor children and the neighborhood they represent are
atypical, adequate teaching will require different skills from those
2gained during pre-service preparation. The mechanisms of self-defense
alone dictate a rejection of the notion that previous training is in-
applicable. Wlien the only recourse a teacher has in making the trans-
tion is an unguided process of trial and error, instructional effective-
ness may or may not result: it must of necessity depend on the insights
guided approach prove devastating to both the teacher and the students.
It is not to be assumed that all the necessary urban education and
the education of the rural poor will be derived from existing teacher
training curricula. A realistic teacher training program will assist
the new teacher's adjustment in a profession often characterized by an
alien culture. More important will be the student benefits from being
taught by teachers who have had a more realistic and skilled training
flexible enough to adapt to the non-ideal placement in low budget school
systems
.
The teachers of neglected groups (non-whites and poor whites) are
desperate. They are so desperate they welcome any training activity
that seems likely to help them even a little bit in their struggle to
cope with the problems of teaching these students.
This is a finding of a recent study (Robert Strom, 1972) of 2,000
teachers v/ho participated in Titles I or III of the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act (ESEA) and Title XI of the National Defense Education
Act (NDEA) projects, which offered special training for teachers of the
disadvantaged. It states eloquently the urgent need for sweeping reform
of teacher education in the United States. The central question posed
here concerns the institutional changes required to accomplish this.
As long as education and its handmaiden, teacher education, are
3shaped by college, public school, and state department traditions, both
will remain substantially as they are now. Attempted reform.s will come
and go without making an appreciable im.pact either on higher education
and the schools or on state departments of public instruction, where
teacher education has its roots.
For years, public and private schools accepted teachers trained
by colleges (however adequately or inadequately) and sent them back
occasionally for refresher courses and advanced degrees. Similarly,
the schools accepted student and intern teachers and provided whatever
unstructured (poorly planned) laboratory experiences the college or
university requested. In more recent times, aided by federal grants,
school systems have developed their own in-service education programs,
this newly acquired know-how, the schools should also
logically become the pre-service educators of teachers, particularly
those from neglected groups (non-whites and poor whites)
.
For the
increasing numbers of public schools involved in internship programs,
this would be a logical and simple step. Assistant superintendents in
charge of staff development are being appointed with greater frequency
in the schools. These qualified individuals might direct and organize
pre-service teacher education, just as they now successfully organize
and direct in-service training. An obvious benefit of such a step would
be to close the gap that so long has existed between pre-service and
in-service education. Internship programs were expected to achieve
this, but unfortunately few have.
In publicly supported education, this shift of responsibility would
involve a transfer of funds from, higher education to elementary and
4secondary education. Such a shift would create in every school system
a division of teacher education comprising in-service and pre-service
functions. Such a division would be closer to the operational level
than the present college education departments and university schools
of education, bound up as they are in the bureaucracies, politics, and
the distractions of higher education. Yet public education - burdened
as it is by inertia, irresponsive bureaucracy, middle-class traditions,
over-legislation, and under-financing - has already failed in the ghetto.
To expect the present school establishment to create the kind of centers
that have been described earlier, and to maintain them on a wide-scale
basis and at high levels, is unrealistic.
The simple fact is that many teachers are still neither interested
in nor informed about teacher education and the professional processes,
such as the rationale behind certification and accreditation requirements,
in-service training, personnel standards, and the like. At school con-
ferences, few general sessions are devoted to the topic of teacher
training. Section meetings on training, certification, accreditation, or
ethics are sparsely attended by teachers, in contrast to the standing-
room-only signs for sections on salary, negotiating councils, collective
bargaining, and so forth. As for conferences on teacher education, they
are attended by a few public school "master" teachers and personnel
directors, to be sure. Mostly those conferences are attended by college
or university professors of education.
One cannot blame the teachers. The doors of teacher education have
never really been opened to them. When it comes to pre-service training,
institutions of higher education have given a few public school supervising
5teachers a look inside, but have often not dared to let them get further
than recommending the grade the student or intern teacher should receive.
(Yet the college supervisors, who only visit the student teacher about
two-or three tim.es a sem.ester, are empowered with the final judgement).
When it comes to in-service training, teachers are merely the recipients
of ideas but are seldom involved in the planning of what is needed and
desirable for them. Training institutions could open the door wider
and make faculty members of supervising teachers in the public schools.
They could give interning teachers pre-service teaching responsibilities
for the whole professional sequence instead of merely offering seminars
on student-teaching problems to a few of them. There could be procedures
set Up whereby teachers actually plan, organize, and conduct their own
in-service training. Any such moves would be in the right direction.
But there is scant hope that these forms of tokenism by themselves will
induce a concern for teacher education throughout this profession.
The results of the Minimum Resource Teaching study mentioned at the
outset suggest that different curriculum models are appropriate for
different purposes, regardless of the com.munity setting in which the
training programs are conducted.
It seems appropriate to assert that local school districts, in
cooperation, and even collaboration, with colleges and universities,
are the agencies most likely to be able to provide the experiences,
activities, and facilities necessary (or at least desirable) for the
comprehensive teacher training program.s we are proposing for teachers
of the neglected.
A number of new administrative vehicles for training teachers come
6to mind. Some public schools and colleges have organized so-called special
learning centers that offer remedial, developmental, and supplementary
instruction for neglected pupils. Others have initiated curriculum and
instructional materials centers that develop and through field tests
evaluate innovative instructional units for neglected pupils; still others
have tried demonstration-laboratory centers offering either comprehensive
school programs or programs of special classes for neglected pupils
and their parents
.
The organization and operation of a multi-purpose center for
teacher education is a cooperative and collaborative arrangement be-
tween a college or university and a local school district or school.
The instructional and administrative staff of the center is dravni from
both agencies. Rather than being conducted regularly and exclusively
on a college campus, the principal activities of the center are con-
ducted either in a public school or in a facility immediately adjacent
to one. Among other activities, the program of the center includes
workshops, seminars, extension courses, and similar training activities
for the teachers of disadvantaged pupils. In sum, such multi-purpose
centers conduct comprehensive, coherently articulated, and coordinated
programs, on a cooperative and collaborative basis, for the immediate
and direct benefit of disadvantaged pupils and their teachers.
As an institutional model, the multi-purpose center would seem to
be worthy of emulation in every respect save one: the model must be
improved in terms of control and governance .
From what is known of the paradigm of change, as well as the
bureaucracy of the educational establishment and the rigidity of the
traditions that hamper most schools and colleges, it is difficult
to see how the multi-purpose center can be the long-term answer. In the
form proposed, the center cannot induce the radical reforms and dramatic
changes needed in order to successfully recruit, train, retrain, and
retain teachers of the disadvantaged. However, the governing authority
of the center need not be a single college or school district, or a
consortium involving a district and a nearby college or university. It
can be a trusteeship including representation from these groups and also
local community agencies. Other combinations are possible.
In any event, the joint authority fomied to govern the model
institution must provide for more equitable delegation of responsibility
and distribution of decision-making functions. The theoretical m.odel
that is now described has been designed with this in mind. This is not
to suggest a lowering of standards, but rather the establishment of
different standards for a different group in order to accomplish a purpose
not now adequately met by any existing social agency.
If our schools have failed, teacher training likewise has failed.
Teacher—educators thus are admitted failures, but part of the solution
can be through such a training design as Minimum Resource Teaching. One
can draw a lesson from a parallel problem that long has been prevalent
in rural America. As in the ghetto today, there was once a great shortage
of teachers for rural schools, and they are still in short supply. An
attempt to solve the rural problem was made by recruiting young men
and women from the region for training at colleges located in the toras
and cities. Upon qualifying for teaching certificates, however, precious
few returned to the country to teach. Therefore, in drawing its recruits
8mainly from the local area, they would be trained on-the-spot in order
to increase the likelihood of their remaining in the local schools after
being trained to serve them.
It is essential for the people in ghetto communities to be active
participants in determining their children's education. The community
would clearly have a stake in teacher education - a piece of the action.
There is a growing attitude of ghetto communities that schools and
teacher education institutions no longer serve the ends the community
believes in. This is the cause of the increasing demands and increasingly
intense confrontations by Black, Mexican American, Puerto Rican, and
American Indian groups. In the ghetto community the trainee not only
would have a voice but also a means for remaking their own education and
the education of their children.
No one doubts the difficulty of establishing such a new concept,
least of all anyone who has been a trainer of conventional training in
traditional colleges and universities. Yet surely the times demand
action, new approaches, radical departures. In this new concept,
teaching will be conceived of in its broadest terms as including such
activities as tutoring, home teaching, counseling, student and faculty
recruitment, program evaluation, service in com.munity agencies, and the
like
.
Each one can teach one. Individual students can teach one another.
Tailoring the instruction to each student's individual needs and intersts
can create a community of learners. This point of view characterizes
the learning-by-teaching philosophy. It contains the watchwords of
Minimum Resource Teaching.
9The educational style of Minimum Resource Teaching will be both
professional and collegiate. This means that faculty, students, and
the community will regard them.selves as professional colleagues jointly
engaged in a search for better, more effective solutions to the problems
and tasks confronting their profession, a search to which each can make
a contribution. With faculty, students, and the community working to-
gether on their common professional concerns, the search itself will
become the educational experience - in contrast to the I-teach-you-
learn relationship that pervades traditional education. In this sense.
Minimum Resource Teaching should be thought of a source of learning and
discovery as well as a teaching source. It will be difficult to
establish this style, because it involves a departure from traditional
patterns of instruction, which are both attitudlnal and structural in
character.
The direct-experience activities conducted under the aegis of the
Minimum Resource Training will be innovative and experimental. This
feature will have important implications for the structure of Minimum
Resource Teaching.
The barriers to innovation and experimentation in established colleges
and universities are well known. To preserve a priority commitment to
innovation, experimentation, and flexibility, Minimum Resource Teaching
will control its own policies and input, although it will obviously
need to establish- working arrangements with other schools, colleges and
community agencies. But while an autonomous structure is a necessary
condition for preserving a high priority for Innovation, structure
in
itself is not sufficient to insure that this priority will be
realized.
10
Equally important will be the organization of faculty and community
representatives in learning-teaching teams that work with a group of
trainees over a sufficiently long period so that everyone knows each
other on a first-name basis. There will be maximum flexibility for the
organization and operation of the teams; they will be evaluated on their
educational style and their progress toward the goal of learning by
teaching
.
Each instructural team will have released time for planning and will
also be provided with adequate human and financial resources. Each team
should be a truly cooperative endeavor concerned with the subject matter,
the learner, and the needs and requirements of the world of work. To
ensure against foreclosing student aspiration prematurely, the team
should be actively associated with other educational processes such as
counseling, selection, and placement.
The work of the Instructional team will be developed around six
activities: curriculum development, teaching, evaluation, learning,
in-service education and research. The purpose would be to develop
curricula in the several academic areas relevant to the real needs of
these students for both continued education and the world of work.
Additionally, scholarly participation in such activities would assure
relevancy to current knowledge of the particular discipline. Effective
utilization of the teams will require that they meet together frequently
during the school year — even during summer months — to evaluate
existing conditions and to test new curricula.
A typical team might consist of Institute instructors, school-
community supervisors, students, and trainees from other curriculum
11
models; they would be aided by consultants from the community, the
world of work, other colleges or universities, and other disciplines.
Parents and other members of the community would be consulted with and
kept informed, and their ideas, suggestions, or criticisms would be
given full and complete attention before any final decisions were to be
made.
Operational procedures must be developed so that the instructional
team will be able to engage in:
Tests of the newly developed curricula against existing
curricula; research in the areas of learning, sociology,
behavior, and so forth; the desires of students and
communities; ideas from other areas of the total
curriculum; ideas from other scholars and teachers
in the field; the competencies of the teaching staff and
the students;
- Demonstrations of the curricula in actual classroom
teaching-learning
;
Retests against both objective and subjective out-
comes of the demonstrations;
- Articulation of the new curricula with other subject-
matter areas, other levels of schooling, other types
of education or training, other situations;
Continual re-evaluation, revision, and reconstruction
of the curricula as new data become available from
research and from the use of the curricula.
There will be a number of curricula models and ladders; e.g., one-
year models for training tutors and non-professionals, two-year models
for associate teachers, four-year models for intern teachers, five-year
models for master teachers. A trainee may "graduate' from a model and
seek regular employment on the basis of his training or he may apply
for admission to the next advanced model.
A variety of in-service educational programs , composed of seminars
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became widely recognized during the mid-1960’s. In their progress
report to the U.S. Commissioner of Education, the Panel on Educational
Research and Development (1964) put it this way: "By all known criteria,
the majority of urban slum schools are failures. More than half the
students of each age group fall to complete high school and five percent
or fewer go on to some form of higher education. In many schools the
average measured I.Q. is below 85, and it drops steadily as the children
grow older." Corroborating these findings was the nation-wide Project
Talent (1964), a follow-up study of 440,000 12 graders which showed:
"In some poverty areas, over 90% of the students are in the bottom 10%
of all 18 year-olds in general educational achievement and are far
O
below the average of unskilled workers in industry.
One could quote ad Infinitum statistical "proof" of the poor
education of the poor in rural and urban areas among non-white and
impoverished Caucasian children. These statistics continue to imply
inherent disability among these groups of children. Few sociologists
and "studiers" of slum and economically poor children bother to amass
like volumes of statistics which would tell why the low academic
achievement is as it records. The Implications there would be too
politically unldealistlc and contradictory to American propaganda
regarding the education of its citizenry. Far more palatable is the
implication of racial and ethnic inferiority among poor achievers.
On closer, more complete investigation one would discover more whole
truths regarding the educational processes of minority and impoverished
groups.
"Along with numerous other official and semi-official documents, the
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Kerner Commission Report describes the failure of American education:
.
for the many minorities and particularly for the children of the
racial ghetto, the schools have failed to provide the educational
experience which could help overcome the effects of discrimination and
deprivation."^ Also, the Kerner Report stresses that more resources are
needed - higher pay for teachers, improved teaching materials, newer and
better maintained buildings, and so forth. Although expenditure per
pupil tends to be much lower in the inner-city schools than the suburban
schools, grants-in-ald to city schools cannot alone solve the educational
crisis
.
White liberals have failed to distinguish between resources and
control of resources. Reform group after reform group speak of spending
more money but remain silent about sharing power. But much of what ails
the inner-city school can be traced to one overriding fact: the people
who are making decisions about what and how black children are to be taught,
and how their progress is to be evaluated, have little understanding of
black people and their culture. There are too few black teachers and
black principals, and superintendents remain exceedingly rare.
As a consequence of centralization of power in white hands, most
ghetto schools confront black children with a curriculum and a set of
learning conditions which do not relate to the students' life outside
school. Textbooks and procedures are developed by and for whites and
have little relevance to black parents with a Southern, rural background,
or their ghetto-raised children.
Numerous other factors and variables influence the success or failure
of American minority children in American public schools. They all must
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be considered before statistical conclusions are published and documented
to further erroneously influence white administrative power structures
which will judge and assess these children - they do not know.
It behooves the teacher of low-income and minority children to be
fully apprised of all implications - political and social - that necessitate
the contemplated use of minimum resources in his/her classroom.
This author will, throughout the dissertation use classroom and
class arena interchangeably. Terminology is a vital part of teacher re-
orientation and I would not have my training teachers limited to the
concept of room-equals teaching facility. They must sustain the new
concept of a nondescript place where teaching and learning takes place.
The places for teaching minority and economically poor children will not
resemble laboratory training schools with central heating, excellent
ventilation and good lighting. The realistic teacher must not become
underinspired when the "arena" is the corner of an auditorium shared
by two other classes, hallways or basements. If one thinks of his/her
teaching facility as an arena one may not likely be so distracted by
assigned areas which indeed do not represent "rooms".
Let us consider a consequence of reality shock suffered by ill-
trained teachers
:
The problem of low achievement among children of the poor is further
complicated by a high incidence of teacher turnover, Possow (1963) con-
tends that low income neighborhoods are not the first choice of most
teachers, and many recruits for these positions are young people who must
accept placement in schools where there are openings. Thus, these difficult
schools have the highest rate of teacher turnover, the greatest number of
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vacancies, and the least experienced faculty. Such conditions minimize
faculty cohesion and effectiveness.
The inability of beginning teachers to cope with the shock of reality
in Chicago's slum schools was found to lead to transfer away from these
schools. They, the young teachers, are afraid they will be trapped in
a blackboard jungle; they are afraid of possible physical attack; they
are afraid they cannot deal with the situations they will meet in the
schools; and they are afraid that they will have to spend their days
being policemen rather than teachers.
So the necessity of improving education for children of the poor
is no longer a disputed topic. Neither is there doubt about whether
some who presently teach the disadvantaged are inadequately prepared.
It seems clear that being ready for the inner-city school, embracing
appropriate goals, persisting rather than dropping out, and achieving
some degree of success are problems that confront teachers as well as
students. Surely a more realistic teacher-training curriculum would help.
Apprising teachers of what they are likely to find in low-budget schools
in slums and rural poor areas would buffer the professional shock and
make the transition from well equipped laboratory schools to their first
placement urban and rural poor schools an easier one. And surely the
training of skills for teaching with little or no teacher-aid tools will
be useful. Training that prepares one for the use of sophisticated
media implements as well as training that instructs one in the recognition
of environmental resources and construction of teacher-aid tools therefrom
is likewise useful.
An unrealistic preparation for sociological and political problems
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which influence education likewise permeate other facets of education.
"In the U.S. and around the world there clearly has been an almost
total failure to prepare people to understand and make decisions relating
to the population - environment crisis. The universities, which should
be leading the way in education, have been too conservative and compart-
mentalized. Unfortunately, most human problems do not fall neatly into
such academic categories as sociology, history, economics, demography,
psychology or biology; and the solution to these problems require the
simultaneous application of the best ideas from many academic disciplines."^
Naive optimism "mixed with cultural chauvanism" has^ influenced
the quality of teacher training in America Administrators with the power
to decide and design teacher training curricula seldom recognize the
populace of America sociologists have labeled "disadvantaged". The dis-
advantage characterized economic exclusion, social repression and
political omission have not been significant enough to prepare teachers
for the teaching of that so-called populace.
Admittedly some urban education courses have been included in teacher-
training recently (late ' 60 's) however, as noted forthwith most teacher
preparation programs have, in the past, and still omit sufficient pre-
paration for real, existing human problems.
"Although the educational system below the college level is in some
ways less resistant to change, it is similarly inadequate in preparing
people for the realities of the world crisis. In some of the better
school systems, however, there are signs that this may be changing -
sometimes due to the Initiative of the students themselves. Even junior
high school students in some areas have demonstrated their concern for
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(such realities) through various activities. Many teachers are beginning
to encourage interest in population and environment, with or without
administrative support.
It may take the concern and active involvement of interning teachers
to likewise insist on colleges and universities to provide, in their
training, more realistic preparation. Outside the cloistered campus
where curricula are planned exists human problems suffered by a variety
of peoples representing facets of life styles that are not suburban, mi
middle and upper middle class or Caucasian. This must be recognized
and hereafter implemented for the sake of all children.
Teachers in the slum are more often subjected to undue criticism
and censure than their rural and suburban counterparts. The vast army
of out-of-school unemployed dropouts is seen as evidence of past failure
in slum education; rising crime rates and increasing juvenile disorder
are viewed as indications of current failure. That inner-city class-
rooms are overcrowded, high rates of mobility and truancy obtain,
numerous learning difficulties are sustained and familial cooperation
is not forthcoming — these factors are considered not precipitating but
attendant problems, unrelated to effective instruction. Nevertheless^ ,
some of the finest teaching in this country is being done by dedicated
instructors who choose to work among neglected children . This must
be mentioned so as not to imply complete negative teaching in urban
schools. Better training nevertheless is still needed.
High rates of staff turnover in slum schools in nearly every urban
complex lend credence to the assertion that a more adequate type of
training is needed by those assigned to such institutions. This is
not
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because teaching is poor compared with the past but because the demands
of the present and future are so high. There are indigenous to slum
school assignments certain difficulties which require special training
for the teacher. Yet, unlike the social worker and other members of
the supportive staff who are trained in urban sociology, teachers
often lack knowledge which might increase the relevance of instruction,
the length of their tenure and the degree of their satisfaction.
Teacher training institutions purporting to equip candidates for
positions in almost any type of environment must begin to provide more
than cursory attention to whatever tasks, difficulties and procedures
which appear vital to successful teaching in poor neighborhoods. This
responsibility does not pertain exclusively to the urban university or
college but is Incumbent upon all institutions where future teachers are
being prepared, for the population mobility in our nation includes its
teachers. Untrained to teach in the big city, those educated elsewhere
are not promising recruits when because of marriage or other reasons
their circumstance brings them to an urban residence. We cannot change
facts by ignoring them and the fact is we live in an era when about 80
percent of our population will reside in urban centers. A striking
example is in the cities of California where 1,000 new residents arrive
daily. The implication for teacher training should be obvious.
For most of the 150,000 teachers who graduate from college each year
there will have been no access to a curriculum of specialized training
for urban positions. Even were this alternative available, there is
no certainty that large numbers of students would elect its pursuit. As
in the past, so in the future, more slum classrooms will be filled by
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assignment than by choice. Hopefully, some of the newcomers will have
taken at least some preparatory work in urban sociology, but even this
will not be the mode. Under the circumstances, a thorough system of in-
service education seems warranted.
To refer once more to some positive aspects of urban teaching one
must observe that teachers in urban slum areas have traditionally been
the bearers of the cultural skills and knowledge which have enabled
many generations of urban poor to rise to higher social positions in
our society. For the past decade, however, teachers in these schools
have been increasingly under fire because of their inability to educate
the child of the contemporary slum and to provide him with the necessary
training for success in school and eventual incorporation into a modern
technological society. Whereas teachers are commonly credited with
having successfully educated the children of foreign immigrant groups,
their record with the children of rural Americans who have migrated to
the cities in search of employment is viewed as one of dismal failure.
The problem has become so serious that it has attracted widespread pub-
lic attention and led to boycotts, demands of Black parents for greater
control of the schools their children attend, and such popular books as
The Blackboard Jungle, To Sir, With Love, Up the Bo\m Staircase, The
School Children, Our Children are Dying, Death at an Early Age, 36
Children, and Dead End School .
In response, educators and other community leaders are examining
new approaches in the formal training of teachers who will work in the
modern urban slum.^ Since the early 1960's, urban affairs and problems
have received growing attention. Conferences, books, articles, and
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speeches have emphasized the need for better education of the poor,
and several proposals have been made for recruiting and training per-
sons to teach in urban slums. Until now, the discussion and remedial
proposals have often been centered on the negative attributes of teachers
and their pupils which make it difficult for the two groups to engage
successfully in educational work, and on the contrasting positive
attributes of teachers and the educational techniques which might
improve the present situations.^ Emphasis has been placed on the "middle-
class" teacher and the "lower-class" child, and on the necessity of
bridging the cultural gap between the two.
Important as this approach to our understanding of the current
situation may be, it does not pay sufficient attention to the social
context within which teachers and pupils encounter one another. The
teacher-pupil relationship is only one of many relationships in the
formal educational institution. School administrators, specialists,
and other personnel all make substantial contributions to the social
context within which the traits of both teachers and students become
defined and find meaning. The teacher’s classroom may be his castle,
but in the contemporary school the classroom is an integral part of the
surrounding educational system. To concentrate upon only the attributes
of teachers and pupils is to ignore significant dimensions which affect
the outcome of the educational effort.
For new teachers in the urban slum, the formal administrative
induction into the professional role is especially important.
Typically confronted with pupils whose ethnic and social backgrounds
differ from their own and who are behind in school work, these
teachers
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often have difficulty acquiring the skills needed to establish a
significant educational relationship with their charges. Usually,
the formal preparation for teaching has not included careful training
in the special needs of the contemporary urban poor. Even if it has,
the reality situation of daily teaching in these schools may present
the newcomers with unanticipated frustrations and social-psychological
stress
.
It is widely believed that the effectiveness of a teacher is
dependent upon his personality: if a person knows his subject matter,
he can learn to teach from a modicum of experience because teaching is
basically an expression of his personality; failure to succeed after
this preparation can be attributed to defects in personal style -
he lacks charm, zeal, warmth, or sensitivity, or else he is authori-
tarian or too laissez faire. These attributes assist in change that is
coupled with sophisticated new training programs.
When personality is relied upon as a substitute for training, it
becomes a stumbling block to the development of programs of teacher
preparation. But when it is considered as a complex of factors
modifiable by instruction and for which a training program can be
designed, it can be a very important facet of teacher preparation.
Before going further, perhaps the term "personality should be given
a more definite meaning. The term is used in a number of ways. Some
authorities use it to refer to a summary description of a person's total
ways of behaving. Others use the term to designate constitutional
characteristics such as being withdrawn or outgoing, thoughtful or
unreflective, enthusiastic or apathetic. Still other authorities
use
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the term "personality" to refer to an internal frame of reference con-
sisting of self-evaluative feelings and attitudes regarding one's
adequacy, worth, capacity, guilt, and so forth. Negative self-
evaluations may lead an individual to defend himself in various ways.
Some of these defense mechanisms may, and often do, influence his teaching
behavior. These self-oriented attitudes are probably learned, although they
may be shaped to some extent by constitutional factors. This internal frame
of reference and its defense system, together with the constitutional style
of personality, we shall call behavior.
The individual also has attitudes toward other persons and objects.
He has feelings and evaluations about ethnic groups, school policies,
teachers' unions, and so on. While these attitudes may be affected by
his internal frame of reference, they do not necessarily entail self-
evaluation. We are therefore separating them from self-oriented
attitudes, and shall refer to them as other-oriented feelings and
attitudes
.
There can be no question that the teacher's personality does influence
his teaching. But the significance of this fact can be, and often is,
over-emphasized. It is sometimes considered to be important enough to
justify the selection of prospective teachers by their personality. The
current tendency to reduce teaching to a craft, thus require only a
knowledge of subject matter and on-the-job experience, stems from a belief
in the mystic power of personality, as well as from a lack of
information
about teaching behavior and what is required to develop it.
A more defensible view, and certainly one that is
compatible with
the position taken here, is that teacher preparation
should be designed
to help the prospective teacher use his own style of
behavior to best
I
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advantage. If a teacher is withdrawn and reserved, he should be helped
to interact with pupils in a more outgoing fashion, but one in keeping
with his basic personal style.
This dichotomy is more apparent than real. No matter how much an
individual may be trained in any particular skill, the style of the
individual in classroom performance will neither be eliminated nor
rendered ineffectual. Every activity has its artistic side. Football
p3_ayers are skilled in specific ways of tackling, yet no two xndividuals
will tackle in precisely the same way. A medical student may practice
tying surgical knots or making a particular incision for countless hours;
nevertheless, each surgeon will have his own individual peculiarities
in the performance of these skills. The idiosyncratic aspects of behavior
will show up in the teacher's performance no matter how much he is trained
in specific skills. There is a limited sense in which every individual
is to his manner born. As suggested earlier, the individual who has
command of specific skills will have enough relaxed control over a
particular situation to perform in his natural style. These two
approaches
to the development of programs of teacher education are not xn
opposxtxon
as is sometimes claimed, but in fact, complementary. One without
the other
will yield an incomplete program.
Other oriented attitudes consist of at least two
components; feeling
and cognition. The strength of these components varies with
the nature
of the attitude. Some attitudes consist almost entirely
of feelxng, others
are largely cognitive. Between these two extremes
are attitudes composed
of varying degrees of each of these two components.
If a teacher does
something simply because he likes a pupil - lets a
pupil work at drawing
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instead of doing his arithmetic - he is acting from an attitude that is
almost entirely feeling. But if he lets him draw because the pupil
excels in arithmetic and does not need to do further work on it, his
attitude is primarily cognitive.
An attitude that is made up primarily of feeling, especially if it
is rooted in some basic element of the trainee’s personality such as his
need for affection, can best be changed through counseling procedures,
as we saw in the foregoing discussion. On the other hand, attitudes that
are heavily weighted with cognitive elements can be approached through the
examination of their content - reasons and evidence used to justify them,
together with their relations to other attitudes held by the trainee.
Attitudes can be modified through an analytic approach. One analytic
procedure consists of raising an issue, let us say an issue in which
a
teachers' strike is involved; in group discussion, the prejudices of
various trainees are elicited and either projected on a screen or written
on a blackboard. Some of these will be for and some
against strikes.
These projected statements of attitudes can then be made the object
of
study and analysis. The fact that they are projected gives them
a certain
objectification; they become separated from the individuals who
expressed
g
them and can be looked at more impersonally.
The analysis will consist of an examination of
what is assumed to
be true about teachers' strikes. These assumptions
can be examined by
reference to the accuracy of the information used
to support them. Sup-
pose that one of the assumptions is that strikes
are not suited to a
profession. In defense of this, a trainee may
point out that people who
often resort to violence to attain their ends,
and, in the
strike very
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course of a strike, they may attack those who cross
picket lines and, in
many cases, attempt to destroy property. \'/hen
these efforts to justxfy
the negative attitude toward teachers' strikes
are then objectified by
being put on exhibit before the group, they should
be studied to ascertaxn
their truth or to see how they are justified. This will lead
to an examxna-
tion of the facts about strikes and the context
within which they occur.
Each justification can be tracked down to its empirical and
logxcal
validity. In this way the cognitive grounds of
the attitude will come
under close scrutiny.
The justification of the attitude should also be examined
from the
standpoint of its consistency with principles of
justice which the trainees
hold. This may seem an examination of the
concepts of freedom and
equality, property rights, and individual rights.
What is involved here
is the extent to which the justification of the attitude
is consistent
with the large generalizations about what is
just and right in society
at large.
The approach suggested here Is one In
which the attitudes that hare
been exhibited are put between the jaws of a vise,
one "jaw" is the
factual evidence that can be accumulated
and the other, the moral Ideas
of the individual or those underlying the
Institutional system. When an
attitude is spueeaed between these two jaws. It Is
likely to begin cracking.
One round of study and criticism of this
nature will seldom be sufficient
to modify seriously the attitude of a
trainee. But If this approach Is
used every time the opportunity arises,
the attitude will In time appear
to have so many faults that the trainee
will hold it less tenaciously.
So one is comfortable with an attitude
which he knows to be incompatible
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with the facts or Inconsistent with one's moral ideas. In time, such
an attitude will be extensively modified if not abandoned.
It should be pointed out that while factual information and logical
consistency with moral principles have a persuasive influence upon the
trainee's attitudes, their influence is heightened v?hen they come from
sources the trainee is favorably disposed to. For example, if he looks
on majority opinion more favorably than expert opinion, he may be im-
pressed by the results of opinion poles. Even so, he should learn to
distinguish between what the majority thinks is right and what is held
to be right and just in our historic traditions. Furthermore, when issues
involving group norms are being considered, the influence of group
deliberation upon the trainee will be stronger if he feels attached to
the group and takes an active part in its concerns.
The prospective teacher's attitudes and feelings are too important
to leave the shaping of them to the accidents of human association or to
interests of individual instructors. A definite plan for identifying
personality problems and attitudes should be developed in every program
of teacher education. These problems and attitudes should be Identified
in the early stages of each trainee's preparation. And a systematic
program of remedial situations should be worked out and followed through.
This means that instructional situations and techniques should be pre-
pared in advance for the various types of problems and attitudes.
To
do this will require the development of extensive amounts of
diagnostic
and instructional materials, as much, perhaps, as will be needed
training in the techniques of teaching. There is a great
deal of
about the importance of personality and attitudes in
teaching, but
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there is a major lack, of instructional materials for doing anything about
the development of proper attitudes and wholesome self-assessment and
control. It is imperative that these materials be prepared at the
earliest moment and that those who are involved in teacher education
be trained in the use of them.
On establishing a rationale and philosophy for implementing what
can be an improvement in teacher-education the actual
process must be
integrated in the present course of studies for teachers.
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CHAPTER II
TOWARD MORE POSITIVE TEACHING
Among many American teachers there is some orientation and dependence
on technological usage within the classroom. These teachers are products
of the most industrialized country in the world, therefore their tech-
nological dependence should not be surprising. American teachers
nevertheless must come to realize that not all Americans benefit from
this country's industry and technology. Many schools where non-white
and impoverished white children attend are void of any evidence of this
country's wealth and technology. Yet teachers will be placed in those
schools in rural and urban deprived areas. The placement is not likely
to be voluntary, but economically necessary for the teacher seeking to
earn a living. The teacher, though a product of American capitalism
and technology, must be dually prepared to function efficiently in
technologically void classrooms as well as those plentiful with a
spectrum of teaching machinery. Efficient teaching should not depend
on the availability of mechanical aids.
The teacher, therefore, must seek to re-orient himself /herself
toward a flexible value system and in doing so, come to understand a
dependence upon technology.
"Any invention or technology is an extension or self-amputation of
our physical bodies, and such extension also demands new ratios or need
equilibrium among the other organs, and extensions of the body, says
Marshall McLuhan, author of Understanding Media, The Extensions of Man .
To behold, use, or perceive any extension of ourselves in technolo-
gical form is necessarily to embrace it. To listen to the radio or read
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the printed page is to accept these extensions of ourselves into our
personal system and to undergo the closure or displacement of perception
that follows automatically. It is this continuous embrace of our own
technology in daily use that puts us in the Narcissus role of subliminal
awareness and numbness and dependency in relation to these images of
ourselves. That is why we must, to use them at all, serve these objects,
and these extensions of ourselves. For example, an Indian of early
America became an extension of his canoe, likewise the ranger of his
horse, the executive of his clock or the technologically dependent
teacher on his/her teacher aid tools.
Even more so than teacher-survival in low budget school sytems is
the additional benefit of awakening the utility potential of a cons-
ciousness within us that facilitates imagination, creativity and
innovation . . . otherwise not called upon.
For the teacher who is aware of the urgencies of the world, aware
of the changes that have evolved, of those areas of life which are
changing, aware of change itself, there is no one who can stop him from
adjusting his classroom activity to reflect all this awareness. He will
respond and will demonstrate this response in his own attitudes, actions,
and expectations.
When something more than classroom modification of the curriculum
and adjustment of teaching styles is warranted, then the teacher must
investigate drawing up a proposal for actual curricula revision. Such
a proposal should be based upon research evidence and should be developed
with precision and documentation of sources of reference. Substantiated
by such authority and demonstrating commitment, this proposal can then
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be presented to principal and supervisor for discussion and eventual
approval.
Such a written proposal for change can avoid the circumstance of
a teacher being placed in a posture of challenging the administration.
And if the teacher bases his beliefs upon his consistent classroom be-
havior he will get support for his style from the enthusiasm of his
students and from the success he has with them. Such results will also
win parental support. Parents soon become aware of the good things as
well as the bad, and they can be powerful allies. Many school systems
do not honor such a proposal for change and usually they are the ones
wherein individual initiative is not respected. When such is the case
O
the teacher has the issues clearly stated: Status quo or Go . There
is no question about it, many teachers put to the test choose the status
quo path. Fortunately many others choose the pathway of dedication to
principles and although it may mean "Go" or in any case is rarely a path
strewn with roses, it is in the long run the way to greater honor and
greater satisfaction. A responsibility to children should, hov7ever
transcend the placid coziness of the status quo.
One direction for Improving teacher attitudes and perform.ance might
be that of in-service training. Unfortunately, most in-service training
appears to be introduced by the adm.inistration rather than by teachers
requesting it. And V7hen introduced, much of it becomes caught up in the
dilemma of when it will be offered, will there be salary increments for
it, and will it carry career credits along with it? Regrettably we seem
headed toward a position where the materialistic concerns of teachers
threatens to push aside those Intrinsic values so necessary for
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professional growth. ^ Perhaps it is naive to believe that whether or not
certain other factors such as salary and the like were included, the
teacher should ask for the kinds of in-service training that would make
him better prepared to deal with the issues of change. But, provided
there is release time for the teacher, there should be so great a moti-
vation to learn and to grow on his part that the values of the intellectual
involvement should outweigh all other elements.
Change and improvement for the teacher begins right in the classroom.
Here is where the teacher has his power. Whatever the decision-making
process in any school system, the final decision is made by the teacher
in his classroom. He selects, he interprets, he modifies, he changes.
Unfortunately, too many teachers are unaware of this power and too m.any
of those who are aware of it do not use it at all. Yet the power is
there and it is a reality to be reckoned with. Whatever the decision at
the Board of Education offices, the teacher has the last word. Hence,
that word can subtly and with responsibility bring about desirable
change. The teacher can make this change take place through the indi-
vidual changes he makes in his instruction, and his curriculum plans.
In the hope that a description of a tentative program may stimulate
school and college to think of other patterns and procedures, this author
will present a teacher-education program different in many respects from
the typical programs now conducted.
This proposed teacher-training program differs in many respects from
those currently in use. Five major differences stand out in one currently
used plan of Misters Usdon and Bertolaet.
"First, it replaces the distinction between pre-service
and in-service teacher education by dividing teacher education
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into the two phases of pre-tenure education and the
continued education of permanent members of the school
staff. Second, the undergraduate program is focused
on the development of the specific skills that a beginning
teacher needs, with the university's fifth-year program
and the school's in-service program being relied upon
to help the beginning teacher become a truly competent
professional teacher. Third, it assigns to selected
school personnel an increased responsibility for working with
prospective and beginning teachers. Fourth, it provides
that all people rendering a service to the schools be paid,
with the rate of remuneration appropriate to the service
gxYen and the degree of responsibility assumed. Fifth, it
provides for school and college cooperation in establishing
teacher-education centers in the public schools."
This author's proposed Minimum Resource Teacher-training plan is
based on the fourteen assumptions developed by Michael Usdon and
Frederick Bertolaet. The plan of these two educators is a teacher
training plan useful in urban poor areas. It is, however,
compatxble
with the minimum resource teacher training goals discussed
herewith.
Assumptions Underlying a Program of Teacher
Education for Urban Schools
The proposed program is based upon several
assumptions:
1. No teacher-education program can be
effective without
the close cooperation of schools and
colleges.
2 The elementary or secondary school
classroom, not the
college, is the place where teachers
learn most about
how to teach.
3. Teaching Is more than a craft to
be mastered through
an apprenticeship.
4. The prospective teacher's
performance
d:t:S“rg^^-rhrsiorb:“rr:i?r^^^^ continue h.
program in teacher education.
5 Teacher-education programs
should take advantage of the
insight and skill of experienced
teachers.
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6.
Individual differences in abilities, interests, and back-
grounds are as important among teachers and prospective
teachers as they are among elementary and secondary school
students
.
7. Motivation for learning and knowledge of progress as an
incentive for learning are important in teacher education.
8. Attending classes is only one way of learning. Prospective
teachers can learn a great deal from directed reading,
independent study, and from working with children and
schools
.
9. Teaching is so complex a skill that careful gradation of
learning is as important in a teacher—education program
as in an arithmetic class.
10. The responsibilities entrusted to prospective teachers and
beginning teachers should be proportionate to their abilxty
to assume these responsibilities.
11. Members of the college faculty who have a doctorate should
carry the responsibility for those aspects of the teacher-
education program in which the advanced study leading to
the doctorate is most important.
12.
Supervisors of student teachers and interns should be
specially selected on the basis of their expertness as
classroom teachers and their ability to help prospective
teachers and beginning teachers rather than on the basis
of their graduate degrees and excellence as productive
scholars
.
13 The education of a new teacher is not completed
on commence-
ment day, regardless of whether the degree conferred
is a
bachelor's or a master's degree. The first years of
ful
^
time teaching are of such critical importance in
influencing
the teacher's professional development that they
should be
included in a program of pre-tenure education.
14. Students who perform useful service in the
schools as par
of the teacher-education program should be
paid for thei
services, but no students should^receive an
honorarium solely
for being a prospective teacher.
There should be a tuo-trach system for the
preparation of prospective
teachers, one tor undergraduate students and
the other for college
graduates who are now teaching professionally.
The goal for these programs should be
the relatively modest
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preparing good beginning teachers who will know what to do and how to do
it when they start teaching.
Partly because college students do not have an adequate background
of experience with children and with schools to give meaning to the words
used in college education classes, they think that these courses are
repetitious and do not prepare them adequately for teaching. The college
education courses should focus on the problems the students can under-
stand and delay the attempt to develop deeper insight and greater skill
until the students have the necessary experience and maturity?
Track One for Undergraduates; Freshman and Sophomore Year . All students
who have completed a two-year college program should be eligible for
admission to the teacher-education program. Whether they should be
retained in the program later, however, will depend chiefly upon the
evaluation of their performance in the schools.
Without changing the total number of credits now granted by the
college for education courses, the teacher—education program should be
planned in large units of six to eight credits. The teacher-education
program would thus be free to adjust the demands made on the students'
time without requiring the customary faculty and administrative approval
each time one of the activities or part of a course is expanded or
another is contracted. The extra-class activities in which a prospective
6
teacher engages should be included as part of the student s tota program.
The Junior Year . During the first semester, of the Junior Year
the
student should carry a regular college program to help him meet the
requirements for his degree.
In this program of studies, or as part of it if the
college so wishes.
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the student will serve for three to six hours a week as a community service
aide, being assigned to a specific community agency that serves children
and youth in a school neighborhood. He will work under the direction of
an agency staff member and may participate in such activities, juvenile
delinquency prevention projects, etc. There should be a weekly conference
conducted by the college either on campus or at the social service agency
to help the student profit most from his experience with the agency. In
addition, there should be three-way conferences (agency, college, student)
to deal with the student's performance and needs. The major purpose of
this assignment as a community service aide is to give the student some
first-hand familiarity with the social conditions under which urban
children live.^
In the second semester, as part of his program of college studies,
the student will enroll in his first education course. Drawing upon
the student's earlier study of anthropology, sociology, and psychology,
the course should concern itself with urban education: its problems,
procedures, and opportunities. This course should help the student
understand the school's role in urban life and the part of the classroom
teacher plays in helping the school to fulfill its role.
While the student should have some Insight into the educational
problems posed by children from families in low socio-economic
groups,
he must recognize that not all city children are underprivileged
and that
city teachers must learn how to teach the bright and the
dull, the rich
and the poor, the ambitious and the listless.
While enrolled in this course, the college junior should
be appointed
by the school system as a school aide, being paid
by the school at an
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hourly rate for his services to the school but not for the time spent in
observation of school activities. For between six and fifteen hours a
week, the student should be assigned to a specific school where, under
the principal's direction, he will assist in performing the teachers'
clerical chores and spend much time visiting classes and the other
activities going on in school. There should be weekly conferences con-
ducted by the college, either on campus or at the schools to which aides
are assigned, at which the school aides will have an opportunity to dis-
cuss what they are seeing and to receive help in interpreting school
practices and problems. In addition, there should be three-way conferences
(school, college, student) to deal with the student's performance and
needs
.
The Senior Year
.
Seniors should devote about 40 percent of their time
to academic courses taken outside the education department as part of their
baccalaureate program.
Seniors should be appointed by the school system for the full year
as assistant teachers, being paid at the rate of 25 percent of the annual
salary of a beginning teacher. Assigned to a specially selected class-
room teacher for three hours a day, they should assist the teacher by
performing such clerical and instructional tasks as are assigned them
and, as the year progresses, should assume increasing responsibility
for teaching individual pupils, small groups, and the entire class. The
assistant teacher will be primarily responsible to and be supervised by
the regular classroom teacher. Directing and supervising an assistant
teacher makes demands upon the teacher's time and should be compensated
for by the college out of funds that would otherwise be used
to pay
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college supervisors of student teaching.
Concurrent with service as an assistant teacher, the student should
enroll in a college course (equivalent approximately to four credits each
semester) dealing with problems of learning and teaching. Replacing the
separate courses in educational psychology and methods of teaching, this
course should deal with the applications of developmental psychology
and the psychology of learning methods of teaching. Because few college
professors at present are competent to deal with both psychology and
methods of teaching, these courses may have to be taught by a team of two
college professors. To keep instructional costs down, the team may have
to be responsible for teaching an oversized class that can be divided
Q
into smaller groups.
°
Graduate Students and Professional Teachers . No matter what the
scope of the in-service program, of the district, regardless of how
sophisticated or antiquated, in the end the individual teacher must
accept the primary responsibility of his own growth. To that end the
teacher, with as much assistance as he needs, should plan and execute
his own program. Some general guidelines for the teacher in planning
his own program are the following:
It is this author’s belief that if a person has spent the time and
money necessary to become a professional teacher, the school district
that
employs him is obligated to provide a situation in which he can
grow
professionally. If the leaders of the school and school
system favor
in-service education, they will provide a situation that
fosters in-service
growth
.
For the teacher, the two most valuable resources
for in-service
education are time and leadership . Schools provide
teachers time to devote
to in-service education activities in a variety of ways
To save teachers
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time, activities such as extension classes or lectures are brought to the
school. Study groups, courses, and workshops can be scheduled at 4:00 or
4:30 so that teachers go to the activity directly from school. Many hire
substitutes to take over a teacher's class so that he can visit other
classrooms or other schools. And summer activities, formerly confined
primarily to going to summer school on a college campus, now frequently
include workshops of several weeks' duration, comprehensive school surveys,
and curriculum development activities.
For all group activities such as study groups and workshops, leader-
ship is of paramount importance if the group is to function well. The
leader needs to so conduct himself that every member of the group is
drawn positively into the group, participates actively, and feels free
to express his true feelings and meanings. Not all school status people
(principals, department heads, supervisors) are able to provide that
kind of leadership. Though many of them function well in a group situa-
tion with teachers over whom they have administrative authority, others
are not able to keep group members from deferring to their status. Dis-
cussion simply cannot be signficant if group members feel impelled to
9
say what is expected of them.
Also in the program there is needed an atmosphere that fosters mutual
respect and creativeness, offers the teacher support, and provides him
with
freedom to experiment. If, for example, a teacher participating in
a study
group learns of new ways or new approaches to studying children,
he will
not be likely to try out any of the ideas gained if he
feels that the
principal will disapprove of the whole thing.
The training teacher should be an active participant'
in every activity
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in which he engages. It is not enough to go through the motions.
In-service education is a continuous professional activity in which
an individual and member of the teaching group, work to solve educational
problems. Reinforcement facilitates learning - for the teacher as well
as for the children in the class. Reinforce your previous learning by
carefully integrating it with subsequent in-service activities and by
planned follow-up.
New content does not always mean better instruction. To Introduce
new content (for example, the new science or mathematics) or the concept
of minimum resource teaching into a classroom successfully, a teacher
needs more than a course to inform him about changes taking place in the
elementary school. He needs the kind of experience gained in a "doing"
workshop or in some university programs, such as those on the use of
media.
Workshops introduce action in various ways. At times, specialists,
either local or outside the district, introduce teachers to the new
materials and demonstrate their use.
The best way to get the needed experience, however, is "to do it
yourself" - for example, in a workshop in which, under the guidance of a
specialist, one actually works with materials or tries out ideas to be in
troduced into the classroom later. In some districts, curriculum
development is carried on simultaneously with a summer school program,
with the pupils attending serving as a laboratory in which new materials
and ideas are tried out.l° Try out the aids made from environmental
resources. Be sure they are effective and not mere theories!
Within this country there must be the construction of an
educational
plan which salvages the children for whom minimum resource
teaching xs
41
needed. This teacher-training plan facilitates just such a
construction.
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CHAPTER III
MINIMUM RESOURCE TEACHING
CURRICULUM DESIGN
After the necessity of minimum resource teaching has been established
it then becomes necessary to establish teaching techniques within the
curriculum which will facilitate the use and implementation of minimum
resources. This author proposes the integration of the following designs
within existing curricula,
A. The Teaching of Language Arts and Social
Studies With Minimum Resources
Reading
There are numerous publications on the subject of teaching reading
to children. Particularly in a verbal country as America reading is
stressed as a priority skill. Consequently sophisticated reading
machines and expensive kits have been produced as vehicles to help
"Johnny'' learn to read.
For the teacher who is located in a low budget school district
these commercial tools are not accessible, however, effective reading
instruction can take place as indeed it did before educational tech-
nology.
The arenas requiring minimum resource teaching will not be well
budgeted schools where teacher aide (mechanical teaching aides)
are
provided as training teachers may have found as in their
laboratory
schools where they practiced taught. Other resources
must be provided
for in order to supplement the single teacher amongst
a class enroll-
ment of thirty-plus pupils. This author's repeated
philosophy through-
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out the dissertation is one of alternatives, of seeking other methods and
implements where familiar ones are absent. The philosophy must be one
of, "What else can I do?"^ Insufficient space and ventilation and
supplies are absent. "What else can I use?"^ There are no teacher aids
to assist me as there were in my laboratory training school. "Where
else can I find assistance?" There are alternatives and once the
orientation has convinced the training or in-service teacher thusly,
possibilities are in plain view. But first we must revamp our conceptions
of what classrooms are, of what learning aids are and of what teachers
are. Classrooms are not implacable rooms with four walls, desks, chairs
and florescent lighting. Learning aids are not always materials ordered
from catalogues and teachers are not m.erely dispensary of text and work
books, runners of mechanical audio and visual aids or robots programmed
with one technique or transferring information.
Frank Laubach, teacher and missionary, implemented certain teaching
techniques in areas void of western educational facilities. He is known
but for his technique of "each one, teach one", which could be the answer
in urban schools and rural schools in America where political influences
have caused unequal dispensation of western wealth for educating children.
Frank Laubach 's method of teaching reading, for example, has often
been referred to as lightning literacy.^ A Westerner of American
schools may ask, "But how can illiterate people learn to read faster
than our youngsters. ... if such speedy methods work, why aren't they
used in our schools?" Americans, Europeans and the literate people of
lands largely illiterate are concerned over the problem of literacy.
The question about the Laubach method is answered indirectly
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throughout the text; Each One Teach One , by Marjorie Medary, but
perhaps a more explicit answer is needed in view of the fact that the
text is not reproduced here in entirety. "The illiterate's speed is due
to the fact that he is learning to read words he has heard all his life,"^
When the American illiterate is likewise attempting the skill of reading
Laubach's method can be applied. . . as an alternative; when asking the
question, "How else can I teach reading?"^
Initially a first group of students is exposed to certain basic
phonetic principles of their language. Frank Laubach uses a chart on
which is drawn in large size some letters of the alphabet. Beside
each is a picture, a syllable and a word. The first letter is pronounced
and repeated by students and this continues for the first lesson: with
syllables, alphabet and consonants pronounced and repeated, assisted by
visual example where applicable. There is a picture for each of the nine
consonants in their language. After each one is a syllable and a familiar
word beginning with that consonant.
The second lesson is characterized by inviting pupils to recite
alone, and as fast as each one shows that he has learned the first
lesson, he is sent to one of Dr. Laubach's helpers (students who have
received some reading instruction and are somewhat proficient) to con
tinue with the next lesson. For three days the teaching goes
on thusly,
and in that brief time thirty-six people (the original class
enrollment)
have mastered the first lesson of the book. They can read!
More than
a hundred others, previously exposed to the technique are
halfway
through the book, and thousands (earlier students) know
what reading
6means
.
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2r as
The students have been oriented to teach another as they master
one simple technique. He returns for his second lesson and upon
mastering It teaches, once more, to the student for „hom he has as-
sumed responsibility. This student, by the may. Is teaching anothe,
he is being taught. The process Is a chain or grapevine In communica-
tion and learning in the absence of many teachers available to teach
one group of students a skill from start to finish, students assume
roles as teachers as each masters a particular skill; Each one teaches
Reading With Minimum Resources
:
Age-grade level is to be decided by the teacher. Use discarded
IBM cards to make flash cards.
1 .
2
.
3 .
4 .
5 .
6
.
7.
Make flash cards of tin can labels with the picture pasted
on one side and the name on the other.
Beginners may make their own alphabet booklets by cutting
pictures from magazines and catalogs for each letter of the
alphabet. The corresponding word can be cut out or supplied
by the teacher.
Make replicas of traffic signs on salvaged cardboard.
Create your own books with experience stories.
Write familiar commercials and jingles on the want ads
section of the newspaper with magic marker. Use re-
peatedly for presentation and review.
Cut pictures from newspapers. Make up captions for them.
For word recognition use one issue of an old newspaper.
Give each pupil one sheet or one-half sheet. Choose
a common word for each child to find and count the number
of times it appears on his/her sheet.
Copy the headlines of newspaper articles on the board,
have pupils predict what the article is about. Read the
article to prove or disprove the prediction. This is a
vocabulary building exercise as key words in titles give
clues to the main idea of the article.
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Storytelling is an instrument to dually acquaint children with
verbal skills and implement a non-intimidating introduction to literature
to the non-reader or poor reader.
Storytelling for the Third World Child is an especially culturally
compatible method of introducing familiar verbalizations. From villages
of West Africa hundreds of years ago thousands of men and women were
brought to the islands of the Caribbean. In slave chains, they brought
within their memories the stories that they loved; the stories about
clever Br'er Anansi, and his friends Tiger and Crow and Moos Moos and
Kisander the cat. Today the people of the islands (and in the areas of
rural southern America) still tell these stories to amuse and entertain
each other. In some country village in Jamaica, for instance, when the
sun goes down the children gather around an old woman and listen to the
stories of Anansi.
Folktales are stories that give people a way of
communicating with each other about each other
—
their fears, their hopes, their dreams, their
fantasies, giving their explanations of why the
world is the way it is. It is in stories like
these that a child learns who his parents are
and who he will become.
The stories.
. . are told in the cities and
villages of Africa and on the street corners,
stoops, porches, in bars, barber shops, and
wherever else in America Black people gather.
When somebody says, "Man, you remind me of the
time when. ..." everbody knov/s
,
here comes
a story,
^
Ceremony and culturalization which is one way this author has chosen
to in part define and expose values have been and still are necessary
where European invasion and more particularly American invasion has
occurred in the lives of Third World people, transplanted. This can be
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an effective method of the transference of culturalization. It is cited
and Behavior by Clyde Kluckhohn that the method of singing
appears to have been a method of transferring tradition and culturali-
zation among the Navaho Indians.® Of course this is no news to Third
World peoples of African descent.
Let us then return to a heritage providing more than an academic
tool.
"There are many kinds of stories. Stories that
partly happened and are partly imagined (but
what you imagine can be as real and true as what
happens in front of your eyes). There are
stories that make you feel good inside; stories
that teach you how to get along in the world;
stories that take your mind off your troubles.
Each person who tells a story molds the story to
his tongue and to his mouth, and each listener
molds the story, told over and over, is never
quite the same. But when stories are written
in books, people think that this is the only way
the story should be and that it cannot be changed.
And that is the way a story as a living, growing,
changing thing dies. Stories can be changed and
should be, as the story teller feels. The stories
don't live otherwise.""
Many persons are inspired to read more and "better" books because
of the ideas gained from hearing stories told of places, people and
ideas. Storytelling can prick the appetite for more of literature. . ,
literature that is written.^®
Upon selecting this alternative teaching of verbalization the
teacher should consider story telling techniques. It isn't just a
11
matter of simply opening your mouth and letting the words come. One
must acquire skills to successfully gain attention:
A. Consider the choices based On age groups and present stage
of culturalization of the children.
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B. Tell a story you enjoy yourself. (Personal detachment
can be communicated in a personalized teaching vehicle
unlike the inanimate vehicles imparting primarily
information),
C. Consider physical surroundings and conditions. Willyour story be told Indoors, out-of-doors, in a class-
room, before an open fire, around a table by daylight,
near the close of a school day, at the end of a hike,* etc?
D. How large a group will you be telling the story to?12
These variables are facets determining success or failure of a very
intimate inter-personal experience. Consider the tool as an oral art.
Villages of Africa would have men or women who were particularly skilled
in this oral art and who would be called upon consistently to tell
stories. They would be made "official" story tellers, by that individual's
competency in the oral art of telling stories.
For a child, an excellent story teller can evoke the imagination
lacking in many American children bred on the Inanimate, onesided,
metal, glass and wire "story teller" which seldom inspires quality and
productive imagination.
"Imagination is the beginning of creation.
You imagine what you desire;
You will what you imagine;
And at least create what you will."^^
One may find himself in a society which seeks to oppress him, how-
ever there are no limitations in counteracting imposed oppression. As
custodians of Third World children in a white dominated society,
educators of those children have the task to seek and find those
alternatives aiding the survival of the children through any vehicle
accom.plishing this survival: literature is one.
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The Use of Riddles as a Literature Readiness Resource:
Through the vehicle of amusement, entertainment and games, values
Mn be Instilled within the child. For example the following are riddles
Most children enjoy the mystery of riddles, and find It amusing to
answer the riddle. Riddles share a universal commonality, and can he
found In most cultures and societies. Using the riddles of Third World
peoples, the children pondering those riddles can be guided to recognize
the values of Third World peoples all over the world.
What Is unimportant In one culture may be laughed at; while In
another culture, the same event may be one of respect and homage. Many
of the cultures of Third World peoples—Black, Indian of America and
Oriental emphasize humanity, family life, and nature even within their
amusements. These emphases may be contrasted with the more materialis-
tic, antl-humanlstlc, antl-llfe values projected to the Third World
child living In the Western world, particularly America.
Interpretation of the riddles can focus on alternative values more
positive for children. The learning can be reinforced by pleasant
experiences which occur simultaneously with learning processes.
It Is this author's belief that pleasure oriented stimuli aid to
Instill positive feelings about the learning goal.
For the young child, learning of his or her world and seeking values
within that world, literature presented orally In storytelling, that
is selective and discriminatory choices of stories can In positive ways
direct the child. Pleasure oriented value presentations, as In riddles
can be very positive vehicles useful to transcend the less positive,
less pleasureable values which seep Into the minds of "our" children.
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(Our children: The children of Third World educators, i.e., their class
room responsibilities as opposed to homogeneous classrooms of mhite
children)
.
One may find himself or herself in a society which seeks to
oppress, however, there are no limitations in counteracting imposed
oppression. As custodians of Third World children in a white dominated
society, educators of these children have the task and responsibility
to seek and find those alternatives aiding the survival of the children
through any vehicle accomplishing this survival. Literature is one
method
.
Introducing Literature Through The
Exploration of Multi-Cultural Riddles
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African Tribes
Tonga
"What tiny creature weighs so heavily that you wouldn't like to
carry it to town?
A mosquito. "
"What swallows people at sundown?
Their huts."
"I don't live outside— I live in the water. What is that?
A hippopotamus."
I took my ox to market and it came back home with me. What is it?
My shadow.
"
Zulu
"Guess, who are the men, adorned in white hip-dresses, lined up in
a row to dance the wedding dance?
The teeth."
What man is that whose laughter causes men and trees and grass
to weep?
Fire."
Kxatla
"Tell me: The children are dancing but their mother does not dance.
The branches on a tree."
"Tell me: The red bull which bellows louder than all the others.
The tongue."
Chaga
"Who is the chief over the whole world?
The sun."
"The chief lives in the middle of the country.
The tongue and m.outh.
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If you are too greedy, you eat yourself.
Don't bite your tongue.'
Makua
"There is something that we carry every day. It is a big thing
and heavy besides. What is it?
The head,"
"I have two reed mats : I sleep on one and the other hangs over
me. What are they?
The earth and the sky."
"You grab it while I go for more! What is that?
It is what the hand says to
mouth while eating."
"What tongue never tells a lie?
An animal's tongue,"
West Indies
Barbados
"There's a cow—when it groans you can hear it all over the world.
Thunder .
"
"I have a little sister; the more you feed her the more she cries.
A frying pan."
Jamaica
"My father has a rose tree in his yard. Every night the roses
bloom, but in the morning every rose is gone.
The stars."
"My father has a man: He can't stand up until his belly is full.
A sack.
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"Miss Nancy was going to Kingston and dropped her handkerchief,but she didn t stop to pick it up. What is that?
Grenada
A bird dropped a feather."
"My mother has a boy: He always wears a black suit which he never
changes. What is he?
"My mother has a girl: Every step she takes she opens her white
handkerchief. What is she?
A sea wave and foam."
"My mother sent a boy for the doctor, and the doctor came before
the boy could get back. WTiat is that?
A boy climbed a tree for a coco-
nut, which reached the ground
before he could climb down."
Haiti
"Ra-ta-ta roared and the roar was heard in Africa. What is that?
Thunder .
"
"A big cathedral is broken and no workmen can repair it. What is
it?
An egg."
"My mother has a little boy: Whatever you want him to do, you
have to hold him by the neck. What is it?
A jar. "
"My mother has a little girl: Whatever you want her to do, you
have to hold her by the hip. What is it?
A cup."
"My father has a tree: all the leaves are words. What is it?
A book."
"I have a house: I've painted it green outside, its living room
white and its bedrooms pink. Many Black soldiers are shut up
side.
A watermelon.
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Puerto Rico
"Why is a candle flame like thirst?
A little water will end both."
"Why is a writing pen like an umbrella?
Both must be wet to be useful."
China
What is the big rooster who bows to everyone it sees?
A teapot."
"Needles fall from the sky, but you can't find them!
The rain falls."
"A pig walks along a wall, taking a bite at every step.
Scissors cutting."
"What is cleaner without washing—washing only makes it dirtier?
Water.
"
"There is a general in your family:
He stands up straight, upon a thousand feet;
He works for you daily without ever groaning;
He drives thousands of devils out of your house.
A broom.
"
"There is a giant dragon:
He is hard on top and always hungry.
Though he eats no solid food;
Suddenly he dashes forward.
Roaring ferociously and leaving a trail of smoke.
An automobile."
"You look like my twin, but I can speak and you cannot.
Reflection in a mirror."
"How can you add ten to ten and still have ten?
Put on gloves.
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Comanche Indians
"What looks like a star in the water?
A fish's eyes."
"What is it that grows big where it sits down?
A wood tick.
"
What is it that for one day has his own way?
A prairie fire.
"
"Who is that good-looking young person in the white striped blanket?
A skunk."
"Who is the girl who always wears yellow paint on her cheeks?
A raccoon."
"What animal is stronger than all the others?
The skunk."
"What is it, running along, with no sense?
An automobile."
Arapaho Indians
"What has many branches and is yet very light?
An eagle breath feather."
"What are the two that never get tired of motion?
The eyelids."
"Which of the two is the greatest benefactor, man or wife?
They are equally good in
every particular."
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Cuba
Going down the road I saw a little boy with a yellow shirt on
and I took off his shirt and ate him.
A banana.
"
"What is green on the mountain, black in the market place, and
red in the house?
Charcoal.
"A little black bull fell into the sea
:
No one could catch it and no rope could hold it.
Night."
"Locked in a narrow prison, and guarded by ivory soldiers, there
is a red snake who is the mother of lies.
The tongue."
"To make me dance, they put on my coat.
Because I can't dance without it;
To make me dance, they take off my coat.
Because I can't dance with it on.
A top and string."
"In an orchard I saw a dog who bit me forty times before I could
take away one of her pups. What is it?
A lemon tree, its thorns and
a lemon."
"How can you eat an egg without breaking the shell?
Have someone else break it."
"If an elephant fell into a thirty-foot well, how would you get
it out?
Wet. It
'What animal eats with its tail?
All do, because no animal
removes his tail to eat."
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Mexico
"Tito, Tito, with his paper cape
Climbs to the sky and lets out a yell.
A rocket shot off at a fiesta."
"A little mud hut is filled with little dark people,
And a little wooden caretaker tends it.
An earthen pot full of beans,
and a wooden spoon."
"Drums beat in the high towers.
And ladies dance in the lower rooms.
Thunder, and rain splashing
in pools."
"What is it, what is it; It overcomes you and you never see it?
Sleep."
"When you plant corn. What is the first thing that appears?
A pig to root it up."
"Why must the padre (priest) go to the alter to say mass?
Because the alter won't come
to him.
"
"What is the resemblance between a piano and a hairbrush?
Neither can climb a tree.
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Suggested Book List For Third World Children
(Where Budgets Permit Purchasing)
Adoff, Arnold. Black Out Loud
. New York: MacMillan Company, 1970.
Alegria, Ricardo E. The Three Wishes . New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, 1969.
Alexander, Rae Pace. Young and Black in America
. Random House, 1970.
Baker, Charlotte. Cocklebur Quarters
. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Incorporated, 1970.
Bambara, Toni Cade. Tales and Stories for Black Folks . New York:
Zenith Books, Doubleday, 1971.
Belpre, Pura, Santiago
. New York: Frederick Warne and Company,
Incorporated, 1969.
Belpre, Pura and de Paola, Tomie. The Tiger and the Rabbit. Lippincott
1965.
Bernard, Jacqueline. Journey Toward Freedom: Story of Sojourner Truth
.
George J. McLeod Limited, 1967.
Buckley, Peter. I Am From Puerto Rico . Simon and Schuster, 1971.
Chlldcraft - The How and Why Library : Stories and Fables, Vol. 2,
(Division of World Book Encyclopedia). Chicago: Field Enter-
prises Education Corporation, 1971.
Clark, Kenneth B. Prejudice and Your Child . 2nd Edition. Boston:
Beacon Press, 1969.
Clayton, Ed. Martin Luther King, The Peaceful Warrior . New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1964.
Cobble, Alice D. Wembi, The Singer of Stories . St. Louis: The Bethany
Press, 1959.
Coen, Rena N. The Black Man In Art . Minnesota: Lerner Publications,
1970.
Colum, Padraic. Storytelling New and Old . New York: MacMillan Company
1968.
Cooper, Lee and Stone, David. Historical Fiction: The Pirate of Puert o
Rico . Putman, 1972.
Crane, Caroline. Don't Look At Me That Way . Random House, 1970.
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Cundriff, Ruby E. and Webb, Barbara. Storytelling For You
. The Antioch
Press, 1957.
Dahl, Mary. Free Souls
. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1969.
Davis, Daniel S. Mr. Black Labor: The Story of A. Philip Randolph
.
New York: E.P. Dutton and Company, Incorporated, 1972.
Dobrin, Arnold. Scat . New York: Four Winds Press, 1971.
Eakin, Mary K.
,
ed. Good Books for Children . Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1959.
Eaton, Jeanette. Trumpeter's Tale: The Story of Louis Armstrong
. New
York: William Morrow and Company, 1955.
Fenderson, Lewis H. Daniel Hale Williams, Open Heart Doctor . Mc-Graw-
Hill Book Company, 1971.
Figueroa, John. Antonio's World . Hill and Wang, 1970.
Fitch, Bob and Lynne. Mark Will Ward . Minnesota: An Amecus Street
Book, An Imprint of Creative Educational Society, Incorporated, 1972.
Gatti, Ellen and Attilio. The New Africa . Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961.
Gurma, Frederic. Tales of Mogho : African Stories From Upper Volta
. New
York: MacMillan Company, 1971.
Haley, Gail E. A Story, A Story . Atheneum Publishers, 1970.
Hamilton, Virginia. Time Ago Lost: More Tales of Jahdu. New York:
MacMillan Company, 1973.
Hamilton, Virginia. Zeely . New York: MacMillan Company, 1967.
Harber, Louis. Black Pioneers of Science and Invention . New York:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Incorporated, 1970.
Haskins, James. Profiles in Black Power . New York: Doubleday, 1972.
Herschler, Mildred. Frederick Douglas . Chicago: Follett Publishing
Company, 1969.
Herskovits, Melville J. Cultural Anthropology . Alfred Knopf, Incorpo-
rated, 1955.
Hoban, Tana. Count and See. New York: MacMillan Company, 1972.
Hunter, Kristin. The Soul Brothers and Sister Lou. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1968.
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Jordan, June. Fannie Lou Hamer
. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company
1972.
Kaifer, Monica. American Children Through Their Books . Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1948.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Apartment Three
. New York: MacMillan Company, 1971.
Kesselman, Wendy. Angelita
. New York: Hill and Wang, 1970.
Kluckhohn, Clyde. Culture and Behavior
. New York: Free Press of Glencoe
Division of MacMillan Company, 1962.
Lawrence, Jack. Harriet and the Promised Land . Windmill Books, Simon
and Schuster, 1968.
Lester, Julius. Black Folk Tales . Grove Press, Incorporated, 1969.
Lester, Julius. Long Journey Home . New York: Dial Press, 1972.
Longsworth, Polly. I, Charlotte Forten, Black and Free . New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1970.
Manber, David. Wizard of Tuskegee . New York: Crowell-Collier Press,
1967.
Meltzer, Milton. Langston Hughes: A Biography . New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1968.
Molarsky, Osmond. Song of the Smoggy Stars . New York: Henry Z. Walck,
Incorporated, 1972.
Pitrone, Jean Maddern. Trallblazer . New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, Incorporated, 1969.
Plenn, Doris Troutman and Galdone, Paul. The Green Song . McKay, 1954.
Plenn, Doris Troutman and Troyer, Johannes. The Violet Tree . Farrar,
Strauss, 1962.
Rawlinsor, Eleanor. Introduction to Literature for Children . New York:
W.W. Norton and Company, Incorporated, 1931.
Riwkin-Buck, Anna and Forsberg, Vera. Gennet Lives in Ethiopia . New
York: MacMillan Company, 1968.
Simon, Norma and Lasker, Joe. What Do I Do ? Whitman, 1969.
Simon, Norma and Lasker, Joe. What Do I Say ? Whitman, 1967.
Stein, M.L. Blacks in Communications . New York: Julian Missner,
Publisher, 1972.
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Stevenson, Augusta. George Carver, Boy Scientist
. Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Incorporated, 1944.
Tooze, Ruth. Storytelling. Englewood, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Incorporated, 1959.
Udry, Janice May. What Mary Jo Shared
.
Albert Whitman and Company,
1966.
Wagner, J.A. and Smith, R.W. Teacher’s Guide to Storytelling
.
Dubuque,
Iowa: William C. Brown Co., Pub., 1958.
Withers, Carl and Benet, Sula. Riddles of Many Lands
.
New York:
Abelard-Shuman Publishing Company, 1969.
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Through pertinent query a curriculum can be implemented
when there are no tangible tools to assist planning. All around
us are people, places and everyday objects that contain potential
for learning experiences. Nothing, no matter how mundane or
seemingly commonplace, should be overlooked for the lesson—possibility
it may have.
Portions of the social studies curriculum will exemplify just
how the query and Investigation of the commonplace offer valuable
teaching ideas.
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Social Studies
"What xs social studies? Some believe this field includes history,
geography and political science. Others are suggesting additions from
economics, anthropology and sociology. Still others are investigating
the inclusion also of law, medicine, education, religion, philosophy
and psychology. "14
It is all of these and more. Social Studies is the study of our
community locally, statewide, nationally and internationally. The
young child initially learns of his local community. In this section
are learning resources for urban and rural poor in the area of reading.
"What can you learn from a child?"
Being a child is not easy, you know. I keep changing. Just as I
get used to some new part of my body, I find another. You can learn a
lot from me. Those first years when I am an infant, you should watch
me grow; my muscles and limbs change; I learn to hear and recognize
my favorite animals and people; I learn to sit as my back strengthens.
When I am young, you can see how my eating habits change, how my need
for sleep changes, how I cry for special reasons with special cries.
Talk to my mother, my pediatrician. Compare me to others exactly
my age and mark our growth; compare me to what the books say. What
month was it when I first saw that mobile? When was the first time I
grabbed for it? The first time I could take it to my mouth? The first
time I dropped it and was able to remember where I dropped it and then
put it where I wanted it?
Look at my eyes and shape of my head. Compare the proportions
of the different parts of my body with proportions of yours. Watch how
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my hair and fingernails grow. Did I crawl before I walked? Did I
stand before I crawled?
Watch other people's reactions to me. Listen to how they talk to
me. Do people talk to me the way they would talk to you or do they use
a special language or tone of voice? Do people bring me up to them, do
they come down to me, or do they tower over me?
Where can you find me? I'm next door, at your aunt's, in the room
next to yours, at the baby doctor's, in the day nursery, in a kindergar-
ten room, in the park with my mother or babysitter. I can be found
in strollers, cribs, playpens, tubs, swingamatics
,
backpacks, bassinets
and in people's arms.
I'm really pretty wonderful! 15
"What can you learn at a gas station?"
The process behind the gas that goes into your car is fascinating.
The gas goes from the field to the ship, to the refinery, and then into
the truck that delivers it to the individual gas station. The trucks
travelling on the highway usually carry 3,000 gallons to a station with
six pumps. The tanks to keep these pumps in operation hold over 4,000
to 6,000 gallons apiece and are under the area you drive over.
The gas station operator makes a profit of from 3c to 6c a gallon.
He pays a wholesale price of about $2,800 for 8,000 gallons. Can you
figure out how much he has to sell to pay for it? How is the price for
gas set and how many gallons does he sell a year?
Some of the large gas companies have schools where they train
individuals to work in the stations. Gas station work involves many
different types of cars, in contrast to service garage work, which
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concentrates on handling only that make of car for which the manufacturer
has set up the garage. Gas station attendants give many kinds of
information—facts about hotels, restaurants, road conditions, routes.
Gas stations offer such conveniences as rest rooms, soft drink machines,
free road maps and tourist brochures. 16
"What can you learn at a junk yard?"
The interesting thing about a junk yard is that someone has made
a business out of what other people have thrown away. It's fun to see
what other people throw away. What kind of junk do you find? Is
everything pretty well beaten up, or are some things in fairly good
condition? Do you see anything you yourself could use? What happens to
junk that nobody wants? How much of the junk material can be recycled
and used again in industry? What kinds of vehicles and machines do you
see at the junk yard?
One of the more unusual uses of junk is in sculpture and painting.
Visit a museum of modern art and see if you can find any traces of junk
in sculpture and painting displayed there.
"What can you learn at a vacant lot?"
Learn from a vacant lot as if you were an archaeologist. How did
the lot become vacant? Did it ever have a building on it? If it was
never built upon, can you figure out why it was an undesirable lot for
construction? What kinds of junk and debris have piled up? What can
you learn from the junk and trash that have collected in the lot? Why
was this material collected here. What can you reconstruct about the
culture of the people who lived around the lot; based only on the things
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you find on the property? Can you find out who owns the
going to City Hall and consulting the deed records?18
property by
"What can you learn from a tree stump?"
Usually, the first thing you notice about a tree stump is its
rings. Each ring represents one year's growth. A tree trunk can be
used to learn other things as well. For example, you can learn to
identify different kinds of trees by their wood. Talk to a man at a
lumberyard, a tree surgeon or gardener, a botanist, a boy scout or girl
scout, a horticulturist or a friend who is knowledgeable about nature.
You can learn also how archaeologists use trees and logs to date pre-
vious settlements. The technique is called "dendrochronology", and it
has proved to be a very reliable tool for giving precise dates to
archaeological finds. Talk to an archaeologist, an anthropologist, a
scientist, or a museum curator, or consult the encyclopedia.
Yes, even a tree stump can be a learning experience.
"What can you learn at a lumberyard?"
A little understanding about lumber and is uses will open your
eyes to things everjrwhere around you made out of wood that you probably
overlook now.
Here are some questions you might ask at a lumberyard:
What is lumber?
What is the difference between kiln-dried wood and green
wood?
What are standard sizes of lumber?
How is plywood made?
How does wood grain affect the performance of the board?
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What are the differences among "warp", "wind", and "twist" in
damaged wood?
What is dressed lumber?
What does the term "matched" mean with regard to lumber?
What is the difference between "hard wood" and "soft wood"?
What are the most popular kinds of wood?
Where do different kinds of wood grow?
Is lumber being used more or less today than in the past?
Are trees for lumbering becoming scarce?^®
"What can you learn standing on the corner?"
Standing on the corner can mean more than just waiting for a bus
or a friend. The corner is the place where stopping, crossing, turning,
waiting and decision-making all occur. VThat does the busiest time of
the corner have to do with the schedules of the people who move there?
When and why is there the most congestion? What can you see on foot
that you can't see by car, and vice-versa? Check the noise level and
its sources. Is it different from that of the streets that lead into
the intersection? How many and what different products, causes, places
and services are advertised and/or displayed at, above and below eye
level? Watch the people. Is it a social and meeting place? Take a
good look at the curb and think about why it's there, what it's for
and why it is the way it is. Does it do the job it was meant to do?
Count cars, trucks, taxis, trolleys, buses, out-of—state license plates.
21
The corner is a learning resource.
The facts of the social sciences are endless, and memorization of
unrelated facts is largely meaningless. However, concepts essential for
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competent citizenship in our society can be derived from facts. There-
fore, we must identify the concepts which are to be fostered; the facts
can be selected to illustrate concepts.
Teachers have for some time used artifacts to stimulate Interest
and to clarify concepts. For example, there can be a trip to a museum
or a classroom display of artifacts relating to a topic being studied.
The first map introduced should be a globe, so that the children's
first concept of the world will be global. Then they learn to read maps
and recognize cities, rivers, mountains. They study wall maps, news-
paper maps, road maps, weather maps. Drawing, filling in and modeling
maps should be encouraged, first from the actual map source, then from
memory
.
For the teacher with imagination, initiative, and ingenuity, the
materials for instruction in the social studies are unlimited. As the
learning situation proceeds in the classroom and the children become
increasingly involved, they will locate or devise materials.
A wealth of fugitive material is available: pamphlets from govern-
ment agencies and private organizations, advertizing brochures, popular
magazine articles, pictures, catalogs— to name but a few. Using
fugitive materials teaches children how to get and use them. Radio,
television and printed advertising today have accustomed children to
sending for samples. This activity can be used in filling request
forms, writing letters requesting listed materials, writing letters
asking what is available and writing letters of appreciation.^'^
Information on obtaining these materials is abundant. The
Government Printing Office in Washington has a catalog of all its
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publications. The Journal of the National Education Association and
many state association journals carry lists of free materials. Public
school service centers and those in colleges and universities have
catalogs of free and Inexpensive materials, as well as samples that
may be examined.
Most fugitive materials should not be preserved, for part of their
value lies in gathering of them, another in their currency. But some
remain pertinent for several years and may be Irreplaceable except at
great expense. Furthermore, part of the purpose of this activity is to
learn what to keep and how to keep it.^^
"children Are Their Own Resources"
Many social studies courses—in primary and intermediate grades
—
include a study of the local community. In some classes there are pupils
whose families have been residents of the community for several genera-
tions. These children can provide historical information that might not
otherwise be available. In amy schools today, there are children who
have recently migrated to our country. During the past twenty years most
American families have had at least one member serve in some branch of
the military service. Although not always pleasant, these experiences
provide rich resources for school children. A third grade girl whose
father was in the military service, brought to school over a dozen dolls
in native costume that her father had sent her from various countries in
which he had been stationed. Children themselves become their own resources.
Available from the local Bell Telephone Company are kits, films and
booklets free. A book by Flourlg from McGraw-Hill entitled Our Neighborhood
Friends describes the fireman, bus driver, policeman, nurse, teacher and many
27
other neighborhood friends.
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B. The Teaching of Numerical Concepts
With Minimum Resources
Many homemade teacher tools can replace commercial ones. A
teacher can make her/his own number charts, dominoes (of cardboard or
slats of wood), sandpaper numbers, counting sticks in a counting frame,
and cutout numerals for use on a flannelboard
. Different kinds of
objects can be brought to school by the teacher and the students
(pebbles, shells, beads, etc.,) to be used for classifying, counting,
adding and subtracting. Rulers and yardsticks can be duplicated on
heavy cardboard or wood slats. Protracters can be traced on to thin
cardboard and cut out and marked. The most important thing to remember
in math, as in any other subject, is to plan ahead, to know what you
will need, and to figure out low cost substitutes for what you don't have.
A fraction pie can be made from a paper plate. Use several to
make the various fractional families.
Arithmetic
Use sales circulars. Cut out the picture of an item with its
price. Paste this to a cardboard large enough to write a teacher-made
problem underneath. Write the solution on the back. Problems comparing
sales price with regular price; price of one when the price of several
is given; price of several when the price of one is given are types that
are suggested.
Teacher-made games that require only chalkboard, chalk and eraser
are very effective as well as enjoyable. Make the game to fit the skill.
Set up a store with empty cans and cartons from home. Use paper money.
The calendar can be used to count to 30 by 2's, 3's, 4's, etc.
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Learn to read a calendar.
Street signs can be used to teach geometric shapes.
Collect bottle caps to count to a thousand or ten thousand, etc.
In the Initial work with the basic facts of addition, egg cartons
can be used to hold objects to represent the Joining of sets symbolizing
addition problems up to sums of twelve.
While working with addition, the egg carton can be cut so that all
the different addends yielding a certain sum can be represented. Having
used the egg cartons in addition, you can use the same cartons in sub-
traction. Cut an egg carton according to the minuend of the problem
and literally take away objects from the set of objects in the egg
carton.
There is another area of mathematics where egg cartons can be used-
different bases. Cut some egg cartons so that you have four objects,
and eight objects. These cartons can be used to represent numbers
expressed in base two. For example, assume the student has eleven
objects and he wants to see how to represent eleven in base two. Have
him put each of the eleven objects into one of the single-egg holders.
Each of the eleven single-egg holders can be placed in one of the two-
egg holders, thereby filling five two-egg holders with one single-egg
holder left over. The five two-egg holders will fill two four-egg
holders with one two-egg holder left over. The two four-egg holders
will fill one eight-egg holders with no four-egg holders left over. We
now have one eight-egg holder, no (zero ) four-egg holders, one two-egg
holder, and one single-egg holder filled; so eleven is 11 in base ten
and 1011 in base two. The first egg holder larger than the single-egg
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holder represents the base.^®
"Adventures With A Cardboard Tube"
There are lessons to be learned from a cardboard tube saved from
bathroom tissue rolls and paper rolls.
A cardboard tube is a cylinder.
A cardboard tube rolls in a straight line,
A cardboard tube is like a spring.
A cardboard tube can bounce and flip over.
A heavy tube rolls farther than a light one.
A cardboard tube is a weight-mover.
A cardboard tube is a light blocker.
A cardboard tube is a sound-collector.
A cardboard tube is a sound-maker.
A cardboard tube is a balance scale. 29
1* Fill one end of a cardboard tube with modeling clay. Place
the weighted end of the tube on the edge of the table. Let
the unweighted part stick out past the edge. Why doesn't
the tube fall off the table? When the short, weighted part
of the tube balances on the edge of the table without falling
off
.
2. A tube can be used for comparing weights of different objects.
To make a balance scale cut off the hook of a wire clothes
hanger with wire-cutting pliers. Bend the rest of the wire
to form a stand. With scissors cut the ends of a cardboard
tube to form the pans of the scale. With a pencil poke a
hole in the upper middle part of the tube. Slide a t^wo-inch
piece of plastic or paper straw through this hole. Place
the ends of the wire stand into the straw to complete the
scale. Put a penny on one side of the scale and paper clips
on the other side. Find out how many paper clips it takes
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to balance a penny. Do the same thing with a nickel and a quarter. Use
the homemade scale to weight all other things that come to your mind.^®
"Adventures With A Ball"
There are projects in arithmetic which can be designed from the
use of one simple rubber ball.
—Learning circumference and diameter
—
Put a ball between two blocks. With a ruler, measure the
distance between the two blocks. How many inches is the ball
across?31
Wrap a string around a ball. Hold the place where the
string comes back to the start. Unwrap the string. Measure it
with a ruler. How many inches is the ball around? Is the Ball
bigger across than around?^^
A ball is round.
It is a sphere.
It springs back when it is squeezed and let go.
It rolls.
It bounces.
It contains air.
It shows if things are level.
"Adventures With A Party Plate"
—Locating the center of a circle
—
Balance the plate upside down on the eraser of a pencil. When
the plate is level, the eraser is at the center . With a pencil,
make a dot at the center. Draw a line that goes from one side
of the plate through the dot to the other side. Such a line is
called the diameter. What is the diameter of your plate? Draw
a line that goes from the center of the plate to the edge. Such
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a line is called the radius of the circle. What is the radius of
your plate?
—Measuring a circle
—
Put a dot on the rim of a plate. Stand the plate on its rim
on the left side of a strip of paper making sure the dot is at
the bottom. Put a dot on the paper next to the dot on the plate.
Roll the plate on its rim until the dot reaches the bottom again.
Stop. Put another dot on the paper next to the dot on the plate.
Measure the distance between the two dots on the paper.
"Adventures with a Paper Cup"
1. A paper cup is for drinking. It can also be used to dis-
cover interesting things in science. Buy a package of
paper cups at your supermarket, or have your students bring
some in. They can be bought also at a five and ten cents
store, or soda fountain counter. Make sure you get the
kind of cup that is round at the top and comes to a point at
at the bottom. Put the rim of the cup on a sheet of paper.
With a pencil, draw a line around the line. What does the
line form? It forms a circle .
2. Put the cup on its side on a sheet of paper. With a pencil,
draw a line along each side of the cup at the point. Draw
another line along the rim to connect the first two lines.
What do the lines form? They form, a triangle .
Any object which you can see as a circle one way and as a
triangle another way has the shape of a cone . The paper
3 .
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cup has the shape of a cone
. What else has the shape of a
cone?
A party hat,
A toy horn.
A top
A lamp shade.
A mountain peak.
A tent.
flat circle can be changed into a cone. Draw a circle on
a sheet of paper. Cut the circle out of the paper. From
the rim, cut a line to the center of the circle. Pull one
part of the cut circle across the other part. Tape the two
parts together. Now the flat circle has the shape of a
cone: The circle is the base of the cone. The point is the
apex of the cone.^^
There are interesting discoveries that can be made by using a
paper cone shaped cup.
A cup has the shape of a cone.
A cone is the only shape that rolls in a circle.
A cup falls without flipping over when it falls point first.
A cup is a top.
A cup is a hot air engine.
A cup amplifies sound.
A cup is a water clock.
A cup is a scale for weighing.
A cup is a pinhole camera.
A cup can be balanced on its point.
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C. The Teaching of Science With
Minimum Resources
Ladd, George T.
,
Editor
Focus on Environmental Education
New England School Development Council, Publishers
Newton, Massachusetts
Some science objectives which do not necessitate large budgets:
S^t children and teachers out“of"doors observing
and learning about the independence of life.^^
To benefit the community by tackling the pollution
of land, air and water, as well as other existing
pollution. To have students become involved in community
projects and work with city officials and other citizens
for the benefit of the city,^^
For rural students, train students for occupational
entry into these areas. To develop an appreciation of
the environment. This may be done through applied plant
and soil science and applied animal science (which are
the obvious resources for a rural community science
program.
The appreciation of nature and an awareness of the environ-
ment. To apprise the student that we need a change of
values to remedy the situation of natural resource de-
pletion. To apprise them that it is necessary and urgent
that each of us do something. The resources available
can be the town watershed area, the garbage collection
man's plane and the awareness of sewage treatment plants
within the community. Again we are coordinating the
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community needs with curriculum goals within the school
system. 39 jf students are to develop and work effectively
in their communities and survive therein as well as the
curriculum program science and otherwise should be to
apprise them of needs and necessities of that community
that they may contemplate solutions.
For the urban located student one objective can be the
conservation and protection of a natural marsh area to
serve as an out-door classroom. The resources can be
the marsh area itself, surrounding federal and state
forest areas, and personnel from these departments, the
U.S. Soil Conservation Service, an extensive bibliography
of environmental education materials (the local library)
,
items of material and equipment, such as insect nets,
hand lenses, etc., also curriculum materials developed
by other school systems. It may be especially important
for the urban culturalized student to become aware of an
environment outside the city. The proposals stated above
can provide learning experiences far superior to text book
memorizations
. If there is a small school budget available,
the teacher may request a large portion to be spent on
transportation to surrounding natural areas in preference
to more books which verbalize about those areas.
"School Is Where You Find It"
The physical plant is sometimes cited as a limitation in the
development of a stimulating climate for science education. It is true
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that children need a headquarters, a place where they can organize
their thoughts, make their plans, work with apparatus and build their
models, draw their graphs, read books, listen to each other's findings,
and reflect upon their experiences. But those experiences need not
be restricted to a room in a building. There are opportunities to
observe interesting and significant phenomena wherever one happens to
reside.
Every large city is good hunting ground. New York City would
appear the least likely place to offer fertile terrain for field trips
in natural history. Yet, in A Natural History of New York City (1959)
,
John Kieran reports a great variety of rocks and minerals, 230 species
of birds, and an endless array of flowers, lichen, fungi, and fern.
He also records many examples of microscopic freshwater life, trees and
shrubs, amphibians and reptiles and mammals. And across the Hudson
River, on a 75-by-lOO-foot lot in Ramsay, New Jersey, Frank E. Lutz
collected 1402 species of insects.
In addition to the natural phenomena, the city furnishes many
examples of men at work providing society's needs with the knowledge
derived from science: excavations are being dug, buildings are going
up, bridges are being built, aircraft take off and land, and manufactured
goods of all kinds are being produced.
How few of the thousand hours children spend in school during a
year are spent outside their classrooms? In one school district where
the elementary schools are within walking distance of the ocean, I
found only one teacher who takes his children for science investigations
on the beach. Unhappily, that school district is fairly typical. What
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a pity. In The Sense of Wonder (1965)
,
Rachel Carson suggests the
possibilities for exposing the curious, searching, wondering child to
the variety of experiences at the ocean shore.
"Learning To Observe"
The proper climate for learning science is invigorating, vital,
and affirmative; in it a child learns to thrive on differences, con-
tradictions, and irregularities. Children raised in a complex technolo-
gical world where so much escapes their notice must be helped to cul-
tivate their perceptions and thereby gain a new and richer view of their
environment. Too much intervenes between them and their surroundings.
Few children look at the sky, at the drops of water coming from the
faucet, at the house fly or the house plant. They do not look at these
and many other features of their environment because there is no par-
ticular reason for them to do so. Nor can they know what a loss they
have sustained.
In contrast are children raised in cultures where man's relation-
ship with his environment is clear and direct. The Pygmy child walking
along the forest path learns to be observant of the finest detail.
Noticing is a matter of life and death for him. For example, when he
steps over a log, he must be able to notice the presence of a snake and
freeze in position. The success of his lessons is testified by his
survival. A Kalahari boy learns to recognize the signs of the giraffe's
presence. Failure to learn his lessons well may one day mean hunger for
himself, his fellow hunters and for the entire community waiting for
the meat. Children in these cultures learn principally by observing the
adults. It appears natural that children raised in circumstances that
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place such a high premium on knowing the environment intimately should
become keen observers, whether they live in the forest, on the prairie
or in the frozen waste-lands of the Arctic. It seems equally natural
that children raised in circumstances where the environment is not a
matter of acute concern, or so it would seem, should be less observant.
If this is accepted as inevitable, our children will remain ignorant
not only of their natural environment, but of science and technology,
which stand between them and the environment. But it is by no means
inevitable
.
A climate designed to cultivate observers should struggle against
the habit of substituting names for involvement in activity. Children’s
vocabulary, toys and television-watching are often cited as evidence
of the generational growth in science-mindedness
.
Adults are impressed
when children speak of rockets, orbits, moon shots, atoms, molecules,
actlon-re-action and other sophisticated things, but the ready use of
these xvords can give a false impression. There is nothing scientific
about m.outhing words. It is much easier to talk of hovercraft or to
manipulate a plastic working model than to disassemble a lock to see
what makes the tumblers work, and it is less scientific. It may be au
courant to watch space patrols on television, but it is less scientific
than to sail a modest craft along the sidewalk after a heavy rain. In
learning to watch what others have chosen to commend to their passive
attention, children's senses have been dulled. When a child gives the
name for something the adult feels rewarded by this evidence of his
competence as a teacher. In the process the child's mind is dulled,
he may well have responded with a word he does not even understand.
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Those who teach science should instead aim to sharpen children's
senses and minds. One way to accomplish this is to engage them in
activities which they can themselves select from, a variety of activities
which knowledgeable adults have provided. Such activities compel
children's attention and heighten their powers of observation. They
simply must observe carefully if they are to rescue the baby fish, peel
the layers of mica, find the star alcor next Mizar in the handle of the
Big Dipper, or find out which half of the earthworm disappared in the
soil.
"Free Exploration" - Utilizing the environment and the natural
inclination of children as resources.
The natural desire of children to play can be utilized in their
science education. In fact, play must be an aspect of their science
learning because playfulness is a condition for understanding science.
Play in this sense is serious, but, I hope, not solemn business. For
those to whom play sounds dangerously like idling away the time when
there is nothing better to do, think about the dancer moving freely in
preparation for choreographic ideas, or the painter sketching with char-
coal, rubbing out, adding a line here and there, or the composer at the
piano, striking a chord or two, shaking his head, striking another
chord, and listening to the combined sounds of an orchestra in his mind's
ear. The play that is intended to engage children in learning science
is a little like that.
Some materials and the activities they encourage embody all the
necessary conditions for most young children: building with wooden
blocks; water play with a large basin and containers of various sizes.
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clear tubing, plastic syringes; baking and cooking; caring for guinea
pigs, rabbits, frogs, toads, salamanders; planting from seeds. These
are all interesting to children from the nursery years through the
early grades. Block play is discarded earlier than it would be if we
let children decide. Some children are interested in caring for animals
all through the elementary grades and later, if they are allowed to.
Many of the environment's signfleant features are embodied in experiences
like these to which children can assign their own meanings. "We baked
bread and the oven made it hard, but cooked the applesauce and the
apples got soft." "The guinea pig liked me because he holds tight when
they pick him up." The experiences are real. And whether the children
are already reading or not, they ought to be surrounded by beautiful
books related to these experiences.^^
All this is nothing new to good nursery schools, nor to teachers
who by temperament and training have been able to enter the world of
early childhood; there to design environments in which children may
flourish: whether their educational and philosophical mentors are
Friedrich Froebel, Maria Montessori, Susan Isaacs, Arnold Gesell, John
Dewey, A.S. Makarenko, Jean Piaget, or A.S. Neill, good teachers of
nursery school children make
•
provisions for growth, not for a tug-of-war.
To see the joyous, imaginative, persistent capacity of children for
learning, get thee to a nursery.
The scientific contest with the environment, like the other
traditions, is played according to rules and reveals in its results
the skill and good fortune of the contestant. This is not at all an
adequate description of what transpires in scientific work. But such
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work does contain these elements, and the activity, when limited to these
characteristics, serves as an analogue to games, something children know
very well. Games with rules capture some of the essential spirit of
children engaged in scientific activity. It is the kind of game theorists
describe as non-zero-sum, where the gain of one player is not the loss
of another. The contestants are the natural environment, which displays
countless apparently disparate particulars and challenges the other player,
the investigator, to isolate some fragment to find pattern and unity.
There are rules to be observed, but their observation no more guarantees
success, discovery, than obeying chess rules guarantees a winning game.
The game must be sufficiently interesting, or children will engage in
it only reluctantly and will not employ their imagination, skill and
persistance. Worse, they may not be engaged at all.^^
"Utilizing Questions As Resources"
If children are to learn science, they need an environment which
makes asking questions a comfortable thing to do. Very young children,
those who have not yet entered school and those in the primary grades,
are filled with questions. They ask very hard ones, such as. Why do
people die? Is it a kind of sickness? What made the sky? What
made the sun? Who makes bugs? Where do stars come from? They are
particularly interested in origins. In a delightful book about the
language of young children. From Two to Five (1966) , Kornei Chukovsky,
a favorite author among Russian children, records the following question
by a child: "Mothers give birth to boys too?"^ "Then what are fathers
for?" Children's questions deserve respectful attention. They cannot
be dismissed if children are to learn from their earliest recollections
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that questions are the entry to mystery, that their interest is shared
by adults, that ignorance is only in degree and is always present in
small or large measure,, and that to reduce it is one of the great
pleasures of life.
The following are some techniques for teaching science with easily
accessible resources.
The Resources What Gan Be Taught With It?
discarded broomstick The principle of the pulley
clothesline
gloves
two chairs
Saw a discarded broomstick in half, and give the pieces to two
pupils whose masses are obviously different. Set two chairs a few
feet apart, with their backs toward each other, and let the pupils sit
on them, facing each other and holding their sticks by both ends, at
arm's length. Caution: Have them wear gloves. Tie one end of the
clothesline to the center of the stick held by the pupil of smaller
mass, loop it around the center of the other stick, and bring it over
the shoulder of the smaller pupil. Then ask a third pupil to pull on
the rope while the others hold their sticks tightly and lift their
feet. Whose chair slides? Does the same chair slide when the seated
pupils have exchanged places? If the rope is pulled 6 feet, how far
does the chair move?^^
The Resources What Can Be Taught
With It?
modeling clay The principle of the
center
empty cereal box (large size) of gravxty
or quart milk carton
Firmly stick a lump of modeling clay Inside one
corner of a quart
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milk carton or a cereal box. Then set the box on a high shelf or cabinet,
with the unweighted, part extending far out over the edge. Do this after
school, when all the pupils have left. The next day watch what happens
when the children notice the box. Why doesn’t it topple? Get them to
offer explanations before looking inside it. These explanations con-
stitute simple hypotheses which they invent to account for the curious
behavior of the box. The box is able to stay in this position because
it and the clay are essentially one object, with most of its weight to
be concentrated at a single point near the clay, or even inside it.
This point may be called the center of weight
.
(The usual term is
center of gravity
,
but a child's concept of weight is more simple and
direct than that of gravity). What happens, when its center of weight
47
is able to move to a lower position?
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D. Recreation And Extra-Curricula Activities
With Minimum Resources
The outdoors in the country provides plenty of space for recreation,
trees to climb and tie climbing ropes to rocks of many sizes to build
with or use as props for dramatic play. Logs and sticks to build with,
slopes to roll and slide down, ground to dig in (and sticks to dig with),
perhaps a stream to build a footbridge over or to set stepping stones in
(for learning balance), natural hiding places for hide and seek, thick
branches for baseball bats and hockey sticks.
Other equipment substitutes which may be found in the country for
little or no cost are: bushel baskets which can be nailed to walls or
high trees with a smoothed out area of ground in between for basketball
games; homemade wagons or go-carts made of scrap lumber, or a crate,
baby carriage wheels, or casters, a stick rudder or a discarded auto-
mobile steering wheel (these can be found in the city, too, though
space to use wagons or go-carts is more limited there)
.
Industrious
parents could build sturdy ladders or jungle gyms with scrap lumber,
hammers, nails and saws, although some trees make jungle gyms by them-
selves. Don't forget the capabilities of boys and girls in building
tree houses (great places for dramatic play and climbing) . Consider
the possibilities of games using only one piece of equipment which
must be bought (dodgeball, basketball, crab soccer, tag football,
field hockey—just the ball). Then think of all the games which cost
nothing (giant step, red light, tag, kick the can, blindman's buff,
ring around the rosy, London Bridge) and which children seem to know
instinctively
.
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Turning to the city, where generally less out-door space is
available, other possibilities emerge. In an indoor gym: old re-
covered used mattresses could become play house or play vehicles; old
tires could be used for climbing on or in, jumping, or stacking to make
houses; an indoor jungle gym with a mat beneath it could be made quite
cheaply and safely; empty cable spools from the telephone company may
be used simply or stacked with a plumber's pipe connecting them for
climbing on or dramatic play (also, a ladder and a smooth board for a
slide may be attached to stacked spools)
; an unused concrete sewer pipe
for climbing through and over may be obtained from some construction
sites. Many sports or games can be played indoors or out using low
cost materials (basketball, thetherball, whlffleball, crab soccer,
dodgeball, wrestling, obstacle course, square dance, lifting weights).
Activities that need no equipment
:
50 yard dash
shuttle run
squat thrust
sit-ups
push-ups, etc.
games such as
:
Indian Chief
In My Grandmother's Trunk
Three Deep
Simon Says
relays
:
skipping
hopping
jumping
running
wheelbarrow, etc.
Games and activities that require very simple equipment:
jump rope - use a clothesline
steal the bacon - use an eraser
obstacle - use old tires to climb through,
boxes to run and jump over, markers to
run in and out of
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There are toys and recreational tools that can be made from
materials easily procured without expense. The following are examples
of these toys and recreational tools; the materials needed to make
them and the construction methods.
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Animal Dolls
Materials needed: dry Burdock burrs (found after the first
crocus bloom in yards, fields or other
grassy areas)
pink construction paper, cotton, scraps
of felt and material, glue, yarn and
paint (optional)
Construction Methods;
The head and body and tail are made by sticking the burrs
together. When this much is completed the hind legs are added
with more burrs. Since these are dolls the fore legs are not
placed to have the animal in the "natural" horizontal position,
but rather in a vertical position, as a human. After more burrs
are added for ears (in this case a rabbit is being constructed)
,
the whole rabbit is covered with a thin layer of white cotton.
Pink paper is glued where the eyes and nose would be placed.
More burrs are added for arms, and again covered with cotton
(the cotton will adhere to the burrs without paste, and is
best used so that the child's fingers are not pricked when
playing with the toy or otherwise handling it.
The material and felt are used for clothing the animal
doll and decorating it to the child's desires. The paint is
used for accessories on the doll. For example a "chicken"
doll will have a comb upon its head made with felt. Animal
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dolls that are feminine will have hair made of yarn.'^®
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Pomander
Materials needed: An orange, thread, whole cloves and ribbon
Construction Methods:
Pomanders date back to the Victorian days when they were
hung in wardrobes to give a spicy odor to the clothes. In
nearly every elementary school, at one time or another during
the year the child is asked to make "something for mother",
during a holiday season. This pomander is easy to make and
the materials accessible, though the whole cloves may be more
difficult to find in urban areas. The pomander is made by
pushing whole cloves through the skin of an orange. First,
select an orange; run a thread down through the center and
back again to form a loop at the top. Tie a knot at the bottom.
Now cover the surface completely with whole cloves, and allow
the pomander to dry. Draw a gaily colored ribbon through loop
at the top and tie a bow for hanging. If the child lacks
strength in his fingers for pushing in the cloves, puncture
the orange for him with a sharply pointed object—e.g., ice
pick.'^^
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool; Catnip Ball
Materials needed: catnip, string and ribbon
Construction Methods:
Gather a bunch of catnip and break off the stems close to
the roots. Select nine long stems, break off all the leaves,
but not the flowers at the top. Tie the flowers together with
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a string and bend the stems back up over the flowers; tie
stems with a ribbon. Now take another stem, stripped of
leaves and flowers, and beginning at the bottom, weave it
over and under the stems forming the ball. Since there is
an uneven number of these, it is possible to weave continuously
round and round. Add extra stems if one does not complete
the weaving,^®
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Corn Cob Dolls
Materials needed: Corn cobs, scraps of material, poster paint
(optional), colored construction paper.
Construction Methods;
After a corn cob is selected, the material is used to
fashion a garment for the doll. Fasten neck of dress (or
other garment) 11/2 inches below the largest end of the cob,
which makes the head. Add eyes and mouth with poster paint
and sew some cornsilk on top for hair. Tiny pieces of cob may
be tied in bottom of sleeves for hands. Black thread or yarn
may be substituted for the yellow cornsilk if the child is
fashioning a doll of color. A variety of dolls can be made
from the cobs. For example, kachina dolls can be made by adding
color and features from colored construction paper, likewise
Indian dolls may be made from cobs that have become tinted with
aging. Just add paper feathers as a headdress, and dress them
with cloth resembling buckskin. Insert the cop in a skirt of
heavy gaily colored paper to make a peasant dress that will
51stand alone.
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Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Child's Flower Garden
Materials needed; Cardboard box, wooden splint or tongue
depressor, paint (optional) crayons, seed
catalogue, construction paper (in absence
of seed catalogue)
,
discarded household
magazines may be used also.
Construction Methods:
This is a play device for a child who loves flowers and
wants to learn about them. The garden is made by turning a
cardboard box upside down and cutting rows of slits large
enough to admit a splint to tongue depressor. Add a fence
on each side cut from half circles of cardboard. To make it
realistic, paint the box green and fence white.
Flowers are drawn on heavy paper and colored with water
color or crayons. Cut them from the paper and paste each one
on the end of a splint or tongue depressor for a stem. They
are then placed in the slits in the garden box. Suggest
different arrangements for the flowers, such as placing a
different color in each row, or flowers that grow near the water,
or ones suitable for window boxes.
Flower pictures may be cut from a seed catalogue or magazine
if the child is not inclined to make his own flowers or if no
construction paper is available,
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Play Store
Materials needed: Heavy cardboard, paint, muslin strips, old
magazines with colored pictures of food
Construction Methods;
Cut two rectangular pieces of heavy cardboard and divide
one at the center. Attach the smaller pieces to either end
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of the large one by pasting a muslin strip over the edges.
Paint the surface and draw parallel lines several inches
apart to represent shelves. Now find several old magazines
containing colored pictures of food. The game is to cut out
the products and paste them on along the lines. After a
grocery store is completed, suggest making a drug store,
pantry for the home, and so on, if the child enjoys the
project. Math lessons may be devised from this project.'^^
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Paper Bag Toys
Materials needed; Paper bags of various sizes, construction
paper, string, crayons, shredded newspaper
Construction Methods; (A Walking Doll)
Three paper bags are required, two large ones and a smaller
one about the size of a loaf of bread. The small one is used
for the head—hair, eyes and a mouth. Cut off the bottom of
one of the large bags and use it for the body or dress. Pull
it together at the top and insert the head, then tie a string
around it tightly to hold the two bags together. Cut arms and
legs from the other large bag and pin them in place. Tie two
long strings on either side of the head. The child holds one
in each hand as he walks the doll in front of him.
(Animal Marionettes)
Marionettes are easily constructed from one or more paper
bags. More action can be gained by using two bags for the body
and joining them at the center. Attach a string at this point
and the back can be lifted. Decorate the bags with poster paint
or crayons
.
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(Hand Puppets)
A child can easily manipulate a puppet made from two small
paper bags. If necessary, split the shirt at the back so the
hand can reach the head. Stuff the head with shredded newspaper,
leaving space in the center for the forefinger. The thumb and
little finger move the arms
.
(Paper Bag Heads)
Select a large paper bag that will fit over the head. Add
features cut from colored construction paper. Since the head-
dress is used as a mask or in a play, the features should be
emphasized in size or be grotesque. Be sure to cut holes for
eyes
.
These heads are excellent for parties
,
as each person
makes his own creation. They are also used extensively in
camps for dramatizing animal stories.
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool: Paper Box Toys
Materials needed: Boxes of various sizes and shapes
,
colored
paper, scraps of felt, wire, string, buttons,
drinking cups (paper), broom straws, gummed
paper, paste made of starch or flour, paint.
Construction Methods;
Toys made from paper boxes are just the thing to fill a
young child's short-lived interest span. Every household has
boxes of various sizes and shapes which can become foundations
for an animal, wagon, truck, or train. With a little imagination
they can be taken apart, cut to shape, and re-assembled. Features
cut from colored paper or scraps of felt can be added, to make
them more realistic.
To add interest, combine boxes with other materials. Drinking
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cups can be used for animal heads as well as small pieces
of wood, cardboard tubes, paper bags, and so forth. A piece
of wire wrapped with string or paper makes a good tail. You
will find the children will have more fun if buttons are used
for eyes or broom straws for whiskers rather than making them
with a paint brush, which may, in any case be more difficult
to obtain in a low budget school system.
There are several ways of sealing a box together again
after it has been torn apart for shaping. The easiest method
is to fit the edges together and seal with strips of gummed
paper used for sealing packages. Another way is to cut muslin
strips 1" wide, dip them in starch, and paste over the edges
at points where there will be a strain. Sew together with
needle and thread. To add color, use poster paints and a wide
brush. We suggest the child be allowed to do his own painting.
Crayons, of course, may be used as well. If you want to dress
the animals, just cut the costume from colored construction
paper— this will add to the project. The figures can be made
amusing, even a pig, by decorating with flowers or peasant
designs
.
If you use boxes that are covered with advertisements, you
can paste paper towels over them. Make a starch paste and coat
the box. While it is still wet, apply the paper towels and
smooth out all wrinkles. Set aside to dry. Complete it with
a
coat of paint.
Paper boxes make excellent "pull toys" for very young
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children, and they need only a flat surface on the bottom to
slide along the floor. When children are older, nothing but
wheels will satisfy them. This can be accomplished by setting
the toy on a wood platform for attaching wheels underneath,
made of wooden spools from thread. Run a long nail through
the hole in the spool and drive it into the side of the plat-
form. If you want to take the trouble, four casters such as
are used on furniture can be attached to the wood.
In working with paper box toys, be sure to allow the
child to do as much of the work as possible. He will accept
the toy more readily if he has taken part in the actual-work.^^
Type of Toy or Recreation Tool; Doll House And Furniture
Materials needed: The carrier carton for soft drinks, sandpaper,
red and white paint, paste, clear cellophane,
match boxes, cardboard, pieces of wood and
cloth
,
Construction Methods;
A child will enjoy making a portable doll house from the
carrier carton for soft drinks. It can be spread open at the
top to admit furniture for the rooms, and best of all, it can
be carried from place to place. Cut out spaces for two windows
and a door on one side, and smooth the edges with sandpaper.
Now add a coat of white paint and allow to dry . A red chimney
may be added to the top of the handles if desired. The child
might also like to add green shutters and an awning in front
of the door.
The next step is to furnish the interior of the house.
Paste clear cellophane over the windows and hang some curtains
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at the back. If the house is to be stationary, make an attic
window by treating the openings of the handles in the same
manner
,
The child may use his own initiative in furnishing the
room. Miniature furniture can be purchased at stores, but it
is more fun to construct it from material at hand, as well as
in keeping with the philosophy of minimum resource teaching of
recreation projects. It is surprising what can be made with
match boxes, cardboard, pieces of wood and cloth.
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CHAPTER IV
INDEX OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE
FOR MINIMUM RESOURCE TEACHING
In the discourse thus far processes and procedures have been proposed
to salvage the education of American racial minorities and economically
impoverished whites. Through better teacher-training and attitudinal
changes within the teachers' orientation, strides can be made towards
efficient and quality education despite negative odds against classroom
successes. Inexpensive and free materials surround us and from these
materials teaching and learning aids can be constructed, as the reader
will observe in Chapter V,
The professional who must utilize minimum resources must come to
recognize the teaching potential in what may appear to be useless dis-
cards, There are likewise materials accessible for little money. Within
this chapter is an index for environmental resources useful for the
construction of classroom materials, and a list of sources where inexpen-
sive teacher aids may be purchased for use in the classroom.
Environmental Resources
1, Foil plates
2, TV dinner plates
3, Pill bottles
4, Nails, screws, washers, needles and pins
5, Thread spools
6, Foil, saran, wax, shelf paper
Baby food jars, bottles of all sizes7,
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8. Salt, alcohol, clorox, iodine, plaster of Paris, baking soda, vinegar
9. Shirt cardboards
10. Orange juice cans with lids
11. Cotton, scrap insulation
12. Boxes
13. Soil, sand, clay
14. Screen wire
15. Cheese cloth
16. Scrap lumber
17. Clothes hangers
18. Milk bottles
19. Coffee cans, nut cans with plastic lids
20. Oatmeal boxes
21. Paper rolls
22. Candles
23. Old eye glasses
24. Old clocks
25. Plastic tubs
26. Buttons
27. Plastic straws
28. Marbles, ball bearings
29. Plastic bleach bottles
30. Medicine bottles with droppers
31. Styrofoam cups
32. Styrofoam ice bucket
33. Balloons
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34. Roller skates
35. 46-oz. cans
36. Steel wool
37. Sand paper
38. Glues
39. Old toys - many with moving parts
40. Mirrors
41. Large baking pans
42. Oil (lube and cook)
43. Food coloring
44. Milk cartons
45. Curtain rods
46
.
Hardware
47. Tools
Sources For Classroom Necessities
Paper cereal box cardboard
shirt-back cardboard
newspaper rolls
IBM program sheets and cards
cardboard grocery displays
out-of-date company paper
paper backs
poster and mat board scraps from silk-screen
poster outlets
scrap paper from printing shops
recycling your own paper
scraps of wrapping paper
paper plates
Two Dimensional Areas magazines
graphic and labels on supermarket items
cloth scraps and seam tapes (from clothing
factories and homes)
wallpaper books
rug scraps
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yarn )
thread) pieces from homes
string)
Three Dimensional Areas cardboard boxes and tissue - towel cylinders
oatmeal cylinders
milk cartons
tin pans - pies, cake, etc.
styrofoam cups
tin cans
thread spools
vegetable and found objects (for printmaking)
Miscellaneous coat hangers (mobiles)
tire inner-tubes (musical drums - printmaking)
peas, dried goods, pebbles, egg shells, bits
of glass (mosaics - sand sculpture)
coffee, spice grains, leaves, etc., for stain
paintings
sawdust
scraps of wood and dowels
old window shades
discarded shirts (painting smocks)
discarded clothes (costumes)
old socks
felt scraps
cotton balls
stray buttons and beads
margarine tubes and lids
baby jars and lids
larger glass jars
plastic
mail-house catalogues
maps and travel brochures
nails
discarded ice trays/muffin tins
newspapers
field trips
popsicle sticks
vegetable and natural foliage, flowers, etc,,
seeds
energy of the teacher and students
Clay
Corn Starch
1 cup corn starch
2 cups baking soda
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Mix in saucepan until thoroughly blended
Mix 1 1/4 cups cold water
Add a few drops of food coloring for tinted clay
Cook over medium heat about 4 minutes, stirring constantly until
mixture thickens to a moist mashed potatoe consistency
Cover with damp cloth to cool
Knead as you would dough
Children can cut, roll and mold
Dries overnight - heavier pieces take longer
Can be painted with tempera or water color
Can be dipped in shellac
Starch Paint
For a thick paint made of native materials use a liquid starch base.
Materials
Bottle of liquid starch
Small containers for each color of paint
Crushed leaves, moss, wood dust, natural clay, flowers, berries,
charcoal, etc.
Small paint brushes or cotton swabs
How To Make
In small amounts of liquid starch, mix well each of the crushed
or powdered materials which have been collected for their color.
Use each color of paint, applying it to your design with a paint
brush or cotton swab.
Salt Ceramic
1 cup salt
1/2 cup corn starch
3/4 cup cold water
(Food color optional)
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How To Make
Add together in a double-boiler 2 to 3 minutes. Soon clay willfoUow around spoon and clump together. Place on aluminium
foil. (Clay will become crusty when hardened)
. Clay may be
molded and baked in oven for 45 minutes (med. low) to hardness
and then painted and filed down with a nail file.
Sand Casting
Materials
Sand (beach - sand pits, etc.)
Milk carton
Water
String/wire
Plaster
Mixing container (coffee can, etc.)
Newspaper for drippings
How To Make
Sand should be very moist. Put in wax carton or tin can (something
torn away or folded down). Press down or build up sand. Bits of
pebbles, glass, peas, etc., can be added on surface. Mix plaster
(2c. plaster to 1 c. water) to liquid consistency. Pour into
sand mold and let set until cool.
Put string or wire loop into mold before plaster hardens. To
facilitate hanging on wall set until cool, probably overnight.
Tear away container and brush off sand with old tooth or nail
brush
.
Environmental Resources And Their Sources
Home Junk or Second Hand Shop
1
. Alarm clock
2. Timer
3. Bar magnet, cylindrical and horseshoe
4. Bell wire
5. Bowls, tin cans, plastic milk cartons
6. Block and tackle
7. Balloons
8. Candles
9. Cheese cloth
10 . Clay
11. Cotton
12. Gallon cans (containers for nuts)
13. Clay pots (10-2", 10-4", 10-8")
14. Glasses
15. Plastic tumblers (glasses)
16. Electric Fans
17. Fixed pulley
18. Flashlights
19. Iron bar
20. Jars (pts., qts., gal.), baby food jars
21. Lamps for microscopes (Christmas lights, night lights)
22. Spikes
23. Strainer
24. Thermometers (11 types)
25. Seeds (beans, maple, corn)
26. (Variable) transformer from train or auto race set
From Vocational High Schools
1. Bell wire
2. Block and tackle
3. Convection box
4. Iron filings
5. Incubator
6. Insect cages
7. Wood splints
8. Resonance box
9. Strainer
School Construction
1. Balances
2. Candles
3. Convection box
4. Incubator
5. Insect cages
6. Measuring cups
7. Resonance box
8. Wood splints
9. Strainer
School Construction
1. Balances
2. Candles
3. Convection box
4. Incubator
5. Insect cages
6
. Measuring cups
7. Resonance box
8. Strainer
9. Spring balance
10. Weights (lead, etc.)
11. Wood splints
Infirmary
1. Meter stick
2. Medicine droppers
3. Cm. rule
4. Thermometers
5. Wood splints
6. Litmus paper
7. Dry cells
Physical Science Laboratory
1. Alarm clock
2. Aneroid barometer
3. Bar, cylindrical, horseshoe
4. Bell wire
5. Block and tackle
6. Coil spring (slinky)
7. Concave mirror
8. Compasses
9. Convection box
10. Power supply (Electrical)
11. Electric fan
12. Fixed pulley
13. Hand lenses
14. Iron bar (length dia.)
15. Lodes tone
16. Chimney lamp
17. 2 steel mirrors
18. Prisms (6)
19. Resonance box and tuning
20. Spring balance
21. , Thermometers
Biology Laboratory
1. Aquarium and ossc.
2. Hand lenses
3. Incubator
4. Insect cages
5. Lamps for microscopes
6. Thermometers
7. Rubber tubing
Chemistry Laboratory
1. Corks and rubber stoppers
2. Iron bar (length dia.)
3. Litmus paper
4. Mercury
5. Glass tubing
6. Rubber tubing
7. Ring stand and clamp
8. Thermometers
9. Vermiculite (micaceous minerals hydrous silicates mica)
10. Wood splints
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Art Department
1. Clay
2. Cheese cloth
3. Cotton
4. Needles
Stockroom
Protractors
Florist
Clay pots - 10-2"
10-4"
10-8 "
City Sand Bank
Sand
Purchases That May Be Necessary
1. Balloons
2. Cotton
3. Electric Fan
4. Food Coloring
5. Flashlight (projector)
Milk Carton Blocks Save milk and juice cartons. Cut off the tops,
if they are not flat. Cover the cartons with
construction paper. Decorate.
Musical Instruments 2 paper plates (for tambourine)
cardboard toilet paper tube (for maracas)
(Tambourine and Maracas) crayons, ribbon, paper to decorate
dried beans or macaroni
tape
Tambourine;
1. Decorate the plates
2. Fill one plate with beans or macaroni..
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3. Lay the other plate face down over the
first plate, and tape all around the
edges
.
4. Tie or tape on streamers made of cloth
or paper.
5. You could "sew" sides together
—
punch
holes and pull yarn or ribbon through.
Maracas
;
1, Decorate the tube.
2. Cover one end of the tube with paper
or foil—tape it or paste it on or
secure it with a rubber band).
3, Fill the tube with dried beans or
macaroni
,
4. Cover the other end as in step 2.
5. Tie or tape on streamers made of cloth
or paper.
(Flute) cardboard tube from paper towelling or toilet
tissue
small piece of waxed paper
rubber band
pencil or prong fork for punching holes
1. Punch 3 or 4 holes in the side of the
tube
.
2. Cover one end with a piece of waxed
paper, held in place with a rubber band.
3, Hum in the other end, moving your fingers
over the holes. It's just like playing
a real flute!
(Drum) empty coffee can with plastic lid (or oatmeal
box
tape
spoon, pencil or stick
string or yarn
1. Cover the top of the can or box with a
plastic lid or paper.
2. Make a drum stick from a stick or pencil.
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empty boxes
string or yarn
crayons
paste
paper
1. Wagon - poke one hole in box.
2. Tie knot at end of string.
3. Pull string through hole,
4. Draw, or paste on wheels, windows
. . .
5. Train - tie three or more boxes together
. . ,
Use contact paper on cardboard "work sheets".
A roll of transparent contact paper is
usually under 50d a yard.
Environmental Resources And
Suggested Curriculum Uses
Shoebox Trains or Wagons
For Early Childhood
Projects
Resource
Paper
Cloth scraps,
plants
,
leaves
branches, trees, logs
Shells
Beads
Cardboard boxes
Circulars, advertise-
ments
Scrapwood
Telephone cable
spools
Egg carton
Broomstick
Use
All subjects
Science
Science, math
Math
Recreation, language
arts (flannel board)
Math
,
reading
Math (rulers)
,
recreation
Recreation, dramatic
play
Math
Recreation, science
Where Found
Everywhere
Home, rural, suburbs
Near ocean
Everywhere
Supermarket
Bulk mail, newspaper
Lumber Co., discards
Telephone Co., discards
Home
Home
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Resource Use Where Found
String Science, art Packaging
Used tires
,
Recreation Home, service station
IBM cards Language art, math,
art
Office discards
Tissue rolls Social studies,
(dolls)
,
art, math
Home
Buttons Math, art Home
Pond water Science Community
Soil Science (growing plants) Everywhere
Magazines Language arts, art,
social studies
Home, neighbors
Salt, flour, sugar Science, social
studies, (maps)
Home
Cereal boxes Music, science Home
Jars Science, music, art,
language arts
Home
Stars, sky Science Everywhere
Scrap metal Science Community discards
Old clocks Math, science Community discards
Insects Science Community
Milk cartons Art, science, social
studies
Home
Catalogs Math Home, neighbors
Rocks, stones Science Everywhere
Wallpaper, sample books Art, booklet covers Paint stores
Sawdust Art, social studies Sawmill
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Making Use Of The Common Things Around
You For Creative Teaching
Most garages and filling stations in neighborhoods will give you
old tires, inner tubes and old batteries. Tires can be made into swings
to roll, and to be put stationary in the ground for children to climb
over and through. Batteries can be charged to become useful for science
projects such as ringing bells, making lights and low charged shocks.
Plastic and paper plates for painting different designs, pasting
pictures on the inside and making boats and sails are useful. Making
fans, taking used straws and blowing paint on plates to different shapes
and objects is also a creative project.
There is the use of pop and beer plastic holders of six and eight
pack containers. Cut into sections of two's then take pipe cleaners
of different colors tying to each end thus making goggles. For beauty,
dot the plastic with oil paint of different colors. Bend the wire pipe
cleaner to fit the^ ears.
Use a flat pan about one inch or two, fill with cold water and put
several colors of oil paint atop the surface. Touch the painted surface
with paper or throw-away plates and the variety of colors will make a
beautiful picture.
Use old tin cans of the same size and make stilts by turning the
cans upside down thus making two holes opposite each other, and fasten
a string in each of the ends to the two holes thus having strings or
wire to hold each can to your feet.
For tall stilts, use two pieces of timber such as two by two's
and a foot stall above the knee height. (The local lumber yard will
donate scrap)
.
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Stuff & cloth S3ck. with old irsgs to ninho 3 punching bng. Construct
a see-saw out of a long board placed across a barrel or stump.
Household Items That Should Be Saved
string Things for Puppets
ribbons old mittens
thread gloves
yarn socks
nylons
oatmeal cartons Dress Up Clothes
paper bags shoes
plastic bags old hats and scarves
empty glass jars ties
coffee cans belts
orange juice cans j ewelry
berry baskets old dresses, shirts.
cardboard trays from
cardboard boxes
shoe boxes
cartons
meats
beans Odds and Ends
rice buttons
macaroni rocks
stones bottle caps
combs
paper towelling spools
egg cartons popsicle sticks
scraps of cloth and paper toothpicks
cardboard tubes from
paper
toilet rubber bands
pants, shirts
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Recipes For Various Classroom Projects
1 cup water
1/2 cup flour
Mix the flour and water in a bowl with a spoon or
your hands.
For a more lasting paste put the flour into a sauce-
pan and slowly stir in the water. Bring to a boil
over low heat.
Keep stirring until thick and shining.
Store in a jar with a lid.
Finger Paint paste
a few drops of food coloring
1 or 2 spoonfuls of soap flakes
Mix the paste, coloring and soap flakes in a bowl.
Let the children do their painting on shiny paper
such as shelf or butcher paper.
First put a few drops of water down, then a dab of paint.
Fun Dough 11/2 cups flour
1/2 cup salt
1/2 cup water
a few drops of liquid soap or 1/4 cup vegetable oil
a few drops of food coloring
Mix the flour and salt in a bowl
Slowly add water, soap or oil.
Shape dough into a ball.
Scrounge List Found Within The Community
Many of the materials listed below are normally discarded by com-
panies or businesses. If you contact them and make your intentions
known, they are often willing to save them for you.
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Contractors and Building Supply Companies
lumber, pipes and, wire, wallpaper, linoleum, tiles, molding wood
sawdust, wood curls ’
Go to a construction site when they are finishing a job; they will
let you collect the scrap building materials.
Plastics Company
trimmings, cuttings, tubing, scrap plastic and plexiglass
Electronics Manufacturers
styrofoam packing, printed circuit boards, discarded components
Lumber Supply Companies and Furniture Factories
scrap wood, damaged bricks, concrete blocks, doweling, sawdust,
wood curls, wood scraps for carving
Hardware Stores
sample hardware books, sample tile charts, linoleum samples,
sample wallpaper books
Rug Companies
sample swatches, end pieces from rugs
Supermarkets and Outdoor Markets
cartons, packing materials, fruit crates, large cardboards and
materials from displays, discarded cardboard display racks, styro-
foam fruit trays
Department Stores
fabric swatches, drapery and upholstery samples, rug swatches,
corrugated packing cardboard, sample food cans and boxes, packing
boxes from appliances
Phone Company
Call their Public Relations Department for excess colored wires.
Electric Power Company
Call their Public Relations Department for telephone poles, wooden
cross arms, steel ground rods, wire, large spools that can be used
for tables, assorted packing materials.
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Garment Factories and Button Manufacturers
a A great source for collecting a wide variety of materials
—
yarn,
buttons, scraps, decorative tape
Paper Companies
Unusual kinds of paper are often available free in the form of
samples, end cuts, odd damaged sheets. Paper is delivered to
paper companies in large cardboard tubes which are usually
discarded. These make good chairs, tables, cubbies, etc.
Metal Spinning Companies
shavings and scrap pieces
Junk Yard and Scrap Metal Yards
Unlimited possibilitiesig Wheels of all shapes and sizes, all kinds
of gears and moving parts from clocks, radios, fans, cars, irons,
toasters, etc. (Use for science in teaching simple machines).
Handles from doors, cars, knobs, broomsticks, hings, fittings
Note : Be on the lookout for packing materials wherever you go. Depend-
ing on the nature of the factory or business, they come in an
infinite variety of materials, shapes and sizes.
Service Stations
road maps
Camera Manufacturers
cameras (on loan)
Leather Manufacturers and Leather Craft Companies
Pocketbook, Belt and Shoe M.anufacturer
scrap pieces of leather and lacings
Billboard Companies
pieces of billboard to use as posters, wall coverings
Ice Cream Stores3-gallon ice cream containers
Airlines
plastic cups
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Container Companies
large cardboard sheets
Architectural Firs, Upholsterers. Textile Companies, Floor Covering
Firms, Kitchen Counter and Cabinet Makers, Wallpaper and Paint Stores
color samples, wood, linoleum and tile samples, formica squares,
wallpaper books, and scraps of all sizes
Bottling Firms
bottle caps, large cardboard tubes
Window, Storm Door and Siding Companies, Soft Drink Manufacturers
aluminium scraps
Cleaners and Tailors
buttons, hangers, scrap material
Restaurants
Ice cream containers, corks, boxes, cartons
Large Food, Candy and Soap Manufacturers
sample cans and boxes
Plumbers and Plumbing Supply Companies
wires, pipes, tile scraps, linoleum
Tile and Ceramic Companies
scraps of ceramic and mosaic tiles; tile by the pound (Inexpensive)
Free and Inexpensive Teaching Aids
Accessible to Teachers
Language Arts
50 Ways to Raise Bookworms
Here are 50 Ideas for using Independent reading for encourag-
ing active and sustained Interest In reading. Houghton Mifflin
Company .
^
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Five Dozen Ideas for Teaching the Newspaper Unit
Ideas for using the newspaper as a tool to teach vocabulary,
reading improvement, and composition. American Newspaper Publisher
Association.
2
Teaching Kit for Primary Grades
Suitable in use for all grades this kit contains pictures and
suggestions for correlated activities. Jackman, Inc., L.P.3
Spelling
Conservation Crossword Puzzle - FS - 60. This puzzle helps
teach conservation while it improves spelling. Available in
classroom quantities. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service.
^
Spelling Games
This bulletin presents criterion by which you may measure
the success of your existing spelling games, and suggests some
games that have been tried and found useful. Lyons and Carnahan.
^
Arithmetic
Foreign Exchange Quotations
This leaflet lists the currency used in over 180 foreign coun-
tries and tells what they are worth as compared to the American
dollar. Limit 10 copies. Manufacturer Hanover Trust.
^
Puzzles, Problems, Posers and Pastimes, Vol. //I. There are
25 puzzles with complete solutions. Single copies. Suggested for
use from kindergarten to 6th grade. Houghton Mifflin Com.pany.^
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Social Studies
Constitution of the United States
In easy-to-read form is the entire text of the Constitution
of the United States. Limit of 50 copies. Request on official
stationery. John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company.
8
teacher's Packe t - Yellowstone National Park
A collection of one-page fact sheets relating to Yellowstone
National Park and animal life found therein.
^
South African Quiz
This booklet concisely provides the answers to most questions
that are currently being asked about the Republic of South Africa.
Information Service of South Africa.
Reaching Social Studies Through Maps by Edgar B. Wesley.
Address : Denoyer-Geppert Company
5235 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
Science
Anatomy of the Human Ear
This illustration is a schematic of the human ear. Each part
is clearly labeled; 8 1/2 x 11 inches, in color, pre-punched for
notebooks. Single copies. Zenith Hearing Aid Sales Corporation,^^
Bacteria, the Littlest Cells
This pamphlet tells about bacteria both the "good guys"
and the "bad guys". Single copies. National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases. ^8
Chapters From "Mineral Facts and Problems"
Comprehensive information on all Important minerals—metals.
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non-„etal., and fuels (92 of them). Write for reprints by Individual
name. H.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines (Pittsburgh) . 14
Making Raisins SSA #1
This Science Study Aid contains Instructions for making raisins
by three different methods. It contains related activities for
arithmetic, geography and home economics. For grades kindergarten
to 6th. U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research
Center.
Teacher s Guide to Easy Experiments
This book contains eleven science experiments that have been
taken from other books. Each activity involves easily obtained
materials. Single copies to teachers only. Crowell Company,
Thomas
Visual and Audio-Visual Aids - Charts and Posters
A Canner's View of the United States
This canner's view of the United States sheds new light on the
study of geography, and gives you an idea where your market basket
staples came from. National Canners Association.^^
How We Hear
This is a colored chart showing how the parts of the ear func-
tion. Available in sizes 26 x 33 and 3 1/2 x 11. Specify size.
One per teacher. Sonotone Corporation.^^
The Respiratory System
Here is a diagram and glossary of terms giving a brief, clear
exposition of the machinery of breathing. Looseleaf, two sides,
8 1/2 X 11, or as a wall chart, 17 x 22 Inches. National Tuberculosis
and Respiratory Disease Association.^^
Addresses
Houghton Mifflin Company
110 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass. 02107
American Newspaper Publishers Association
750 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
L.P, Jackman, Inc.,
I.T.T. Continental Baking Company
110 West 4th Street
New York, N.Y. 10036
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of Information
Publications Division
Washington, D.C. 20250
Lyons and Carnahan
Mrs. Donna Joseph, Manager
Sales Service Department
407 East 25th Street
Chicago, Illinois 60616
Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Public Relations Department
350 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Zenith Hearing Aids Sales Corporation
6501 West Grand Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60636
National Institutue of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases
Information Office
National Institute of Health
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
U.S. Department of the Interior
Bureau of Mines
Publications Distribution
4800 Forbes Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Research Center
Raymond G. Pierce
Educational Services Branch
Room 117, Building 307
Beltsville, Maryland 20705
Thomas Y
. Crowell Company
Department of Books for Boys and Girls
201 Park Avenue South
New York, New York 10003
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Company
Miss Martha L. Stanley
Community Relations Department, B-22
200 Berkeley Street
Boston, Mass. 02117
Yellowstone National Park
National Park Service
Information Office
P.O. Box 168
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming 82190
Information Service of South Africa
The Director
655 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10021
National Canners Association
Home Economics-Consumer Services
1133 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Sonotone Corporation
Saw Mill River Road
Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
National Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association
Address requests to your local
Tuberculosis and Respiratory
Disease Association^^
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CHAPTER V
THE DESCRIPTION AND CONSTRUCTION PLANS FOR
MINIMUM RESOURCE TEACHING TOOLS
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In a country such as America where Industry flourishes and "ready
«»de" materials of every sort are easily accessible, one Is not oriented
nor encouraged to make or create, by hand, one’s necessities. Since
the early sixties, however, hobbyists have sought to create and construct
as a diversion during leisure time and as entertainment. The necessity
was not urgent nor was survival dependent on the success of the function
of these constructions. The do-it-yourself era that amused American
hobbyists during their free time proved a lucrative venture for the
entrepreneur who manufactured kits and how-to books.
More recently, though with the recognition of the depleting
natural resources, Americans have been urged, vigorously, by ecologists
and sympathizers of ecology to save the land and recycle its resources.
Americans for example, have been advised to use bottles, paper products
and tin cans twice and thrice to alleviate ill afforded extravagances
we can no longer afford.
For the teacher placed in low budget school systems, do-it-yourself
construction of teacher aid tools is hardly whimsical or, an enter-
taining diversion. Neither is the salvaging of paper, tin cans, bottles
and discarded printed matter a facet of his/her diversion. For the
teacher with little or no budget for ordering plastic and chrome
commercial-made teacher aid tools, salvaging and "do-it-yourself"
construction is an imperative necessity for competent teaching. Children
victimized by low budget expenditures of school boards and low income
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communities frequently emerge with only scant exposures to numerical
techniques and literary experiences where teacher-training has been
o^l^^bed toward use of mechanical and often elaborate tools
• It is
possible, however, for the teacher seeking alternatives in lieu of
sparse monies, to provide teacher—made materials from environmental
resources normally disposed of or deemed useless.
Cardboard boxes, spoilt computer cards, leaflets once read, cans
and bottle labels, sticks, stones, and product wrappings can be trans-
formed into useful, instructional aids capable of teaching reading,
arithmetic, language arts, social studies and science, for grade
levels, kindergarten through secondary. The minimum resource teacher
takes a little and makes a lot. The process is minimal only in its
derivation and origin. Imagination and persistent positivism can
create maximal function and classroom utility.
America has an abundance of waste due to Industrial carelessness
and abandon regarding natural resources. There is the problem of what
to do with environmental waste. It may be suggested that some so-
called waste is indeed salvageable and useful to areas sparse in
materials. Conversion or rather the recycling of environmental dis-
cards could provide valuable sources of materials for learning aids.
Teachers of low budget school systems must not permit interest to
wane in the recycling of useful environmental discards. Many environ-
mental toss-awaya represent resources for their classes.
Constructing teacher tools and learning aids from environmental
resources at a minimum of expense and maximum of creative expertise
and imagination permits efficient and thorough teaching inspite of
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-the absence of certain sophisticated commercial teaching tools and
learning aids.
The following pages represent examples of such creative construc-
tion which lists the function of the teaching tool, suggested age and
grade levels, description of teaching tool, instructions on the use
of the tool, approximate cost for the construction of the teacher tool,
the resources used in making same and finally the subject for which
the tool was designed.
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• Teaching Tool ;
Arithmetic Teaching Aid; Mathematics Wheel, Adding and
Subtracting
.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Elementary
Description of Tool ;
Circular construction paper with Mathematics values written on each
circle. All are held together by string.
Instruction on Use :
The Student computes the values indicated on each circle.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
75d
Resources Used ;
Construction paper, scissors, felt pen, piece of string.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Mathematics
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Figure 1: Arithmetic Teaching Aid; Mathematics Wheel, Adding And
Subtracting
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Teachlna Tool ;
Arithmetic and Language Art Combination Teaching Aid; Mathematics
and Language Arts Bingo Game.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Secondary - Junior High Level or Sixth Grade, Elementary.
Description of Tool
On cardboard, there is drawn the letters A, B & C. Within these
letters are smaller drawn letters of the alphabet which symbolize
values to accompanying numbers on cards. The poster is colorfully
drawn and made attractive to the student.
Instruction on Use ;
The poster and corresponding cards are used similarly to that of
a bingo game. Numbers are called out and letters are matched as they
s 3mibollze various numerical values.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
25<? for poster board; 25c for water color
Resources Used ;
Posterboard, water colors, felt pen
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Arithmetic and Language Arts
IFigure 2: Arithmetic And Language Art Combination Teaching Aid;
Mathematic And Language Arts Bingo Game
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Teaching Tool ;
Number Balance
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
7-11; Elementary
Description of Tool :
"T"-shaped balance with washers as weights. Numbers Indicating
measurements.
Instructions on Use ;
Weights are used to calculate totals to equal each side.
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool ;
$2.00
Resources Used ;
Wood, screws, cotter pin, washers, paint
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Mathematics
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Figure 3: Arithmetic Teaching Aid; Numerical Balancing Scale
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Teaching Tool ;
Creative Writing Experiment
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
12-16; Junior High-High School
Description of Tool ;
Pictures from magazines.
Instruction on Use ;
There are a variety of exercises you can do with the pictures.
Pass one to each child. He can write a story, poem, comic strip about
what he sees. Let him use his Imagination. Another exercise for the
pictures Is to let him use just descriptive words to describe the
picture. Make lists of adjectives. Group poetry — where several
children look at the same picture, write a few lines about what they
see and feel and then let them combine the verses as a group.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used ;
Magazines
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed ;
English
IFigure 4;
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a: Language Art Teaching Aid; Discussion Oriented Pictures
With Teacher Guide Questions
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Figure 4,
6LO iv>inij piopla. Are. '+ki's pvcKki^"?
ivu i^adnL^ arc “-nci wA*oq
ktrc cure +k<se. peoptc.?
rs ^fu-^irl IP uinit lv>lcl.
)V«i'+ dolor fs batl^
ikii" oslor i^> iice&ey~^
Ktrc olb i^ou. SAijit. ^AiSC people wj'fl o.^'^r
^kei^ ow^ o? -+lvi ujcder?
rc *+kc paopU, s«ieL or Kappi^*? Aos<J Coy^
b: Language Art Teaching Aid; Discussion Oriented Pictures
With Teacher Guide Questions
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Teaching Tool ;
Mailbox Syllables
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
8-9; 3rd-4th
Description of Tool ;
IBM cards were cut down to allow them to fit into the halved tissue
(mail) boxes. Two and three syllable words taken from a fourth-grade
reader, are written one on each card. Mailboxes were covered with IBM
cards to make it look more like a mailbox. Each rule with an example
is listed on each of the four mailboxes for reference.
Answers - rule, divided syllable, and accented syllables - are
on back of each card (letter)
.
Instruction on Use ;
Students can play the role of mailman. Each mailbox has one of the
four rules to divide syllables. In order to "mail" a letter, the student
must correctly divide the word (with pencil, or with the dividing lines)
and mail it according to its rule. In the case of three syllable words,
it would be mailed in the rule that corresponds to the first divided
syllable: An/l/ma, between n and i is the first divided syllable and it
is mailed in rule box y/4. After the students have an understanding of
accented syllables, they could also include accenting as they divide the
syllables. They would mail the "letter" as before.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool:
Nothing
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Mailbox Syllables (continued)
Resources Used ;
Two tissue boxes; IBM cards; colored felt pens; tape; and the
dictionary to help me divide and accent
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts - Phonics
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Figure 5: Language Arts Teaching Aid; Syllables, Vowels, And Consonants
Teaching Tool ;
Learning the A, B, C's.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
4-6; Kindergarten through Second
Description of Tool ;
It is a book starting with A and using a food that begins with
and Illustrated going through the alphabet.
Instruction on Use ;
To be read
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
2 pieces of cardboard, white paper, staples and tape, magic
markers, contact paper for cover.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Teaching the alphabet while identifying food and letters.
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Teaching Tool ;
Make-A-Word Puzzle - Ar, Or, Le, Ou, Ock, Ick, Ack, Puzzle
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
3-6; Nursery - Grade 1
Description of Tool ;
My project contains two puzzles. One puzzle, Make-A-Word, is a
series of seventy poster board squares with a letter of the alphabet
on each one for the children to combine and arrange on their own to
form words or phonetical sounds.
The other puzzle contains 3 words and their corresponding pictures
.
In each of the following categories - Ar, Or, Le, Ou, Ock, Ack, Ick
words. The children are to match the sounds with corresponding pictures
and words. Finished solution to the puzzle is on the reverse side of
the cover on the project box.
Instrucion on Use ;
Match letters with pictures.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
25d
Resources Used ;
Poster board, stationary box, magic markers, (scissors to cut
poster board), two old envelopes.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts
.Figure 6; Language Arts Teaching Aid; Reading, Word Construction
Through Puzzles and Pictures
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• Teaching Tool ;
Language Arts Teaching Aid; Parts of Speech
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Junior High School
Description of Tool ;
The parts of speech are demonstrated on a poster in an attractive
manner with a sentence to exemplify useage.
Instruction on Use :
The student reads the poster and commits it to memory.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
25d for poster board
Resource Used ;
Poster board, colored pencils
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts-English Grammar
(Figure
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7: Language Arts Teaching Aid; Parts of Speech
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Teaching Toni •
A Sports Book
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
6-10; Elementary
Description of Tool :
This book of sports was designed purposely for children ages 6-10
with some ability to read. Sports is a very famous topic, especially
to children. A book like this could hold the interest of even the most
active child, often these kids are not interested enough in the reading
books about "Dick & Jane". Hopefully this book will hold their interest
with the pictures, and motivate reading the comments to each sport.
Instruction on Use :
See Description of Tool.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
750.
Resources Used :
The book Illustrations are from old magazines cut out and pasted on
notebook paper. The cover is only old cardboard decorated appropriately.
Paints, glue, ink and yarn were all from my own supplies.
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed ;
Reading
.
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Teaching Tnni
Learning the French ABC
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
8-10; 3rd or 4th
Description of Tool :
The teaching tool is in the form of a book. It is to help an
elementary school child in learning French. There are pictures -
and the words are written out both in English and French for each
picture.
Instruction on Use ;
Cut cardboard and colored paper all the same size. Divide paper
in half. Draw your picture and label the pictures in English and
French.
^proximate Cost for Construction of Teache r Tool:
No cost
Resources Used :
Colored paper, 2 pieces of cardboard, magic markers, stapler,
scissors.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
French
Teaching Tool:
Learning numbers and shapes in a book form
SugRested Age and Grade Levels ;
5-10
; Elementary
Description of Tool ;
To make this book I stapled handouts, printed sides together.
Pictures are done in crayons that I already had.
Instruction On Use :
This is an individual project that the children can pick up
and read on their ov/n.
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
Scrap paper, staples, crayons
Subiect For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Reading
Figure 8; Language Arts Teaching Aid; Teacher-Made Texts
A B Cs By The Foods We Eat
Sports
Learning The French Alphabet
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Teaching Tool :
"Porky Stop", "Excited Elmer", "Sammy Why".
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
5, 6, 7-year olds; First grade
Description of Tool ;
"Porky Stop" is the picture of a pig's face with the nose colored
large and black to emphasize its resemblance to a period. This picture
is drawn on cardboard which I took from the back of a notebook. The
picture is in color. The name of the picture, "Porky Stop", is printed
below the picture.
"Excited Elmer" is the picture of an exclamation point which has
been made to look like a lightening bug. The straight line of the ex-
clamation point is the body and the dot of the exclamation point is the
light.
"Sammy Why" is the picture of a question mark which has been made to
resemble a cat. The curved line of the question mark is the tail and the
dot is the head.
The resources and methods used to make "Excited Elmer" and "Sammy
Why" are the same as those that I described for "Porky Stop".
Instructions On Use ;
These three posters may be used as motivation devices when lessons
are being taught on punctuation (period, question mark, exclamation point).
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used ;
Cardboard, magic markers, pencil, ruler
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts
Figure 9 Language Arts; Reading Readiness For Early Childhood,
Teaching Aid—Punctuation
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Teaching Toni i
Language Teaching Aid; French Lesson With Flash Cards
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Elementary or Secondary
Description of Tool ;
Flash cards with pictures to represent the word being taught.
The French words are written beneath each picture.
Instruction on Use ;
Student learns French words by looking at the Indicated picture
and recalling the word.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
25 <?
Resources Used ;
Discarded computer cards, picture cut-outs from magazines, paste
(flour and water mixture if commercial paste is not available), colored
pencils.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
French
I-anguage Teaching Aid; French Leaaon With Flash Cards
(Elementary or Secondary Level)
.Figure 10;
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Teaching Tnnl ?
"Peche" (fish)
Suggested Age and Grade
8-12
; Elementary
Description of Tnni »
played U.e the card ga.e called «sh. On the cards are pictures of
(thin) and cut It Into 3k4- squares and did the sa„e for the red construc-
tion paper. I then drew an anl^l (copied It fro. a booh) and transferred
it to 3 .ore cards by way of carbon paper. I colored the anl„als with
crayon and beneath the anl.al I wrote Its na.e In french. I nu.bered the
cards by four; a different color
.arher for each nu.ber. I then glued the
cards to the red construction paper squares so that one couldn't see
through the cards. As I said the ga.e Is played lihe fish where each
person Is given 7 cards and the rest are put In a scattered pile In the
fiddle. The object Is to get four of a kind and the person with the .ost
nu.ber of groups wins. «ien Its the person's turn he asks another person
if he has a certain card and if he does, that person has to give It to
hi.. The person should ask for a certain card In french, e.g. Q: Avez-
vous le chevaic" A: Non, Je n'al pas le cheval. The person asking can
•sk again for another card and If that person that he's asking doesn't
have It then the person asking "fishes" In the pile for a card. If he
has ™,re than 7 cards In his hand then he has to discard one. There are
52 cards In the deck. This project Is simple (except for the drawing)
but It takes quite a bit of time to do. It took .e approximately 12 hours
Peche" (fishes) (continued)
to do this project.
Instruction on UgA •
To learn through games
No cost.
Resources Used :
Thin p„3te.
.oand
^
(had lying around a,y roo.
- don't know whore It ca„e from); gl„o;
different color markora
; crayons; scissors; pencil; carhon paper’
(borrowed)
.
^ject for Which Tool Was Des-?pn»a .
Foreign language
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Figure 11; Language Teaching Aid; French Lesson Based On Gin Rummy
Game
^^S£hiiig__Tool;
Word Wheels
S^mssje^sc and Grad^ T..„„, .
6-?-8- year old; let-2„d-3rd grades
Ascription nf Tr.ra1 .
The tool is constructed of rirr,two pieces of cardboard, one a 4" xP ece and the other a circle about 4 " in dJ t-
,
iameter. Cut a hole I/4 othe size of the circle in the 4" x 5" t,'
on. .
cardboard, and figureut what vowel sound you want to . u
“-J ”»rds you „ui
the end of the word (e.g atWn t^t; on the 4 " x 5" carri tra
hole °f theleaving space for a fastener iust t ti.j o the right of the hole
Divide the ci rolo
.
,
^ a letter la each block. P„t
Circle.
Instfuction on TTco .
Hava a child turn the „heel and pronounce each „ord. Ihls la us.
to help children with sounds they have trouble with.
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Asources Used ;
Cardboard, mglc marker, brad fasteners.
HHMoot For Which Tool Was Deat^.a .
Phonics
.
p-owl (tOOK
Language Arta Teaching Aid; Reading Readlnesa (The
Study of Word Beginnings With Rotating Cards)
Teaching Tool;
Language Teaching Aids: Learning Numbers In Spanish
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
Elementary - Sixth Grade and Junior High School
Description of Tool :
On poster board is pasted pictures from magazines to
represent numerical values.
Instruction on Use :
Through picture-identification the child may learn what the
Spanish words mean.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
55(? for poster board and felt pen
Resources Used ;
Poster board, felt pen, old magazines, flour-water paste
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts
J’igure 13 Language Teaching Aids Learning Numbers in Spanish
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leachlnp
.
Language Teaching Aid* German ts "la, Language Lesson
^H£g£gted__^e and Grade T.anni .
Elementary and Junior High
Description of Tnni .
Poster board on which f-in..figures are drawn with appropriat
beneath written in German.
Instruction on TTg» .
nt reads the poster and commits it to memory
25d for poster board
Resources Used ;
Poster board and colored pencils
Tool Was neeisr.a .
names
German
Figure 14: Language Teaching Aids German Language Lea
Language Arts Teaching Aid- ^‘g , Think Game,
"Gett-fno a
Stream". ® Across The
•^^^SS^t££j-A£g_and Grade
Elementary Grades 3 to 5
££g££i£tion of Toni .
On poster board an illustration 1 . a
--a.
Instructiong fpj-
This tool is used as a game Tho ^
55< for poster board and crayons
Resources Used ;
Poster board, Crayons
Has n„,„„a .
Language Arts
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Truio \
Sr/tv
*n
stm*.
(jd-Ltini^ OccRo^-fhe sircur^y
\Hm
\
/
fpJSTanc
.Figure 15: Language Arte Teaching Aldj Think Game, "Getting Acmes
The Stream"
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•TeachlnR Tool ;
Phonics flashcards - each tells a little story easily readable
for anyone
.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
4-6; K-2
Description of Tool ;
Flashcards - each card has a sentence written only with single
letters - such as C D B - (see the bee) - a picture helps make the
sentence more comprehensible,
A paper with many sounds should be passed out with each card -
and the child should be able to identify the various sounds.
Instruction on Use ;
Hold cards before the students
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used ;
Old birthday cards, crayons, pencil, glue, leftover dorm paper.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Language Arts
Figure 16 Reading Readiness Teaching Aid, Early Childhood
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' Teaching Tool ;
Game called "Wordo"
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
6 years probably; 1st grade (possibly beginning 2nd), after child
has learned to read letters and associate with sounds.
Description of Tool :
Cards are made up for each player to have. One person acts as the
M.C. The object is like "bingo" and it is played in the same manner.
The only difference is that to make it easier for the children - the
one who reads off the words also reads off the color. In order to win
one must not only have five spaces in a row covered, he must also be
able to read the words correctly back to the leader. This game can be
applied to many different areas of reading. For instance, it could
have been done with vocabulary words from a particular reading lesson,
yet I used it as a lesson in distinguishing certain sounds with certain
letters. I carried out this objective by using in each row, words with
similar endings and different beginnings.
Instructions on Use ;
Play as you play "Bingo".
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool s
No cost
Resources Used :
Paper and magic markers. Colored pencils or crayons could also
be used.
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Figure 17; Reading Teaching Aid; Bingo Game of Word Beginnings
Teaching Tool ;
Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Telling Time
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Pre-school and Kinderten, ages 3 to 5
Description of Tool *.
On cardboard there is affixed a comic clock face with easily
moveable hands. There is an accompanying deck of cards numbering
twelve. On each card is a picture with a rhyme beneath it to
Indicate an hour of the day
.
Instructions on Use ;
The teacher reads the rhymes to the child and the child
moves the hands on the comic clock face to make the time indicated
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used :
Cardboard from discarded box, picture cut-outs from magazines
felt pen.
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed :
Lesson on Telling Time
.Figure 18, a; Early Childhood Teaching
Aid; Telling Time
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Figure 18, b: Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Telling
Time And Reading
Exercise (To Accompany Clock Face)
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Teaching Tool ;
Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Perception Exercise for The
Pre-Schooler and Kindergartner
.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Ages 3-5; Pre-school to Kindergarten
Description of Tool ;
On forty cards are drawn geometric designs which resemble each
other in pairs. Some are alike, while others are merely similar.
Instruction on Use :
The child matches the duplicate cards and indicates those which
are unalike noting what makes the designs dissimilar.
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool :
$ 1,00
Resources Used ;
Poster board and water paints
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Perception
Figure 19: Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Perception Exercise For
The Pre-schooler And Kindergartner (Match The Pictures
According To Likeness)
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Teaching Tnr.1 .
Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Perspectives
Suggested Age and Grade Level :
Pre-school and Kindergarten; ages 3-5
Description of Tool
;
IVenty cards „„ „Mch pictures are dra™ and words written
beneath to indicate activity of drawn figure.
Instruction on Use ;
The cards are "flashed- before the child and read to hi. that
he may note the differences in the pictured activities.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Toni ;
75d
Resources Used ;
Poster board, paints and felt pen
_Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Perspectives
177
Figure 20: Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Perspectives
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Teaching Tnni
Early Childhood Teaching Aid- Tg , Learning About Our Ton,
People Who Service Us
Communxty And The
^ggested
_
Age and Gradp
Elementary, First through third
Description of Too] !
Cardboard £lg„ras reprasantlng Community Service people
Instruction on Use ;
The tiny cardboard flguyee ate used a, puppets.
Of Teacher .
No cost
Resources Used :
ard and colored pencils, hairpins and bobby pins for
fas teners
,
iHkJec^JorJJhich Tool Was
Lesson on The Community
•Figure 21: Early Childhood Teaching Aid; Learning About Our Community
And The People Who Service Us
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Teaching Tool ;
social St„.lea Teaching Al. ic Pn„„eca Placua.lon ol Mlleienl
Aapecta of American Current Events and The American Govorn.ent
Su^Eested Age and Grade Levp.ls .
Elementary, Sxxth Grade and Junior High School
Description of Tool ;
Poster board on which various magazine cut-outs
Instruction on Use!
are pasted.
Student studies the collage for ideas
Cost for Construction of Teacher Toni
No cost
Resources Used ;
Poster or cardboard, magazine cut-outs
Subject Fo r Which Tool Was DesivnpH i
Social Studies
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Figure 22; Social Studies Teaching Aid; Collage For History Lesson
To Promote Discussion Of Different Aspects Of American
Current Events And The American Government
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Teaching Tool :
Social Studies Teaching Aid; Checks and Balance Chart
.Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Secondary Level
Description of Tool ;
A Poster on which a diagram is drawn.
Instruction on Use :
The student studies the chart.
^
proximate Cos t For Construction of Teacher Tool :
Twenty-five cents
Resources Used :
Posterboard, felt pen
Sub.^ect For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Social Studies,
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Teaching Tool ;
Social Studies Teaching Aid; The House of Representatives, and
The Senate.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Secondary Level
Description of Tool :
Posterboard on which a diagram is drawn.
Instruction on Use ;
The student studies the chart
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
25C
Resources Used :
Poster board and felt pen
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Social Studies
Teaching Tool ;
Visual Teaching Aid ; Felt Board
Suggested Age & Grade Levels ;
Elementary & Secondary
Description of Tool ;
Felt material and pictures cut from magazines with felt
material backing. Number cut from felt material.
Instructions on Use ;
Create static electricity by rubbing felt cutouts on wall.
Place rubbed cut outs on material.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teaching Tool :
35d for one half yard of material
Resources Used ;
Felt material, old magazines, paste.
Sub.ject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
All Grades
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• Teaching Tool ;
A Day with Abe Lincoln
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
13-17
; Secondary
Description of Tool ;
This tool can be used on any date with any person, leader, etc.
On the day of Abe Lincoln - February 12 - have the class give oral
presentations of different aspects of Lincoln's life. Starting with
his birth and early childhood - going into his school years and educa-
tion, to his early political years, on to his days as a leader and
President, to his death. Have the class act out a skit about a certain
event in his life.
This type of lesson can be applied to any man or woman in history
and you can celebrate the birthday of the historical by assigning this
type of lesson a few weeks before and on the birth date having the
class present its reports.
Instruction on Use ;
A Skit
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used :
Student participation
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
To organize class participation - a group project - to learn
about certain leaders.
iHou Q Bill Becones Law
rc\ay di\e 0+ 4V\iS S'foc^e.
Figure 23 Social Studies Teaching Aid; How a Bill
Becomes A Law
Checks f Balonces
Figure 24: Social Studies Teaching Aid; Checks And Balances
Chart
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The SenQ-fe
Figure 25: Social Studies Teaching Aid; The House Of Representatives,
And The Senate
Figure 26: Social Studies Teaching Aid; Collage And Mobile With
Message—Pollution
LE5 PROVINCES
i
Figure 111 Social Studies Teaching Aid; Provinces of France
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Figure 28: Social Studies Teaching Aid; The Executive Branch Of The
Government
Sta+e £ Federal
Federal Courts
Court SusterrS
S+ote Courts
Supreme Cour-l-
of
Qpptals
Figure 29: Social Studies Teaching Aid; State And Federal Court System
Figure 30: Creative Writing Teaching Aid; Pictures And Statements To
Provoke Theme Ideas
Figure 31: Creative Writing Teaching Aid; Pictures And Collage To
Provoke Creative Writing Ideas
Figure 32: Music Education Teaching Aid; Music Conducting, And Note
Recognition
Figure 33: Music Education Teaching Aid; Rhythm Tools, Early Childhood
Level—Sticks, Sandpaper Blocks, And Shaker Cans
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Figure 34: Geography Teaching Aid; Map Study From A Filling Station Map
Figure 35: Visual Teaching Aid; Felt Board From Which To Teach,
*This vehicle lends itself to any visual instruction.
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Teaching Tool ;
Collages and Mobiles
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
13-17
; Secondary
Description of Tool ;
Thought has to go into making a collage or mobile. One cannot just
put down several pictures onto cardboard. Usually there is a general
theme incorporated in each picture. Size, layout, shape, and subject
matter should all be thought about to get the best effect to get your
idea across. Each adds to it, but if done without even a little thought.
It could look like a random group of pictures thrown together trying
to be impressive. The main thing is to express yourself and how you
feel. Tell others how you see the world.
Instructions on Use ;
Students are very eager to have the opportunity to express them-
selves. Through mobiles and collages, their own creation of how they
see life is illustrated. The mobiles and collages gave us ample material
on values to discuss. For example, the one mobile that is cut in
squares shows the pollution in our society, the square design added to
the story by the fact that the square cut-out signifies the square,
unworried, not well-rounded people that fit so well into our society.
Discussing the meaning of each other's mobiles and collages is a
learning process all its own. Most of the students were able to decide
unanimously on a meaning of each group of pictures. The less obvious
meanings were a challenge and led to some interesting discussions.
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Collages and Mobiles (cont’d)
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used ;
Pictures, words, from magazines, newspapers, wrapping paper, cards,
books, etc. Cardboard boxes, notebook covers, etc. Glue— I used the
rubber cement glue that I had, but I’ve used flour and water paste for
this project as well.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Art & Life Styles & Values
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Teaching Tool ;
Maps of Les Provinces De France
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
13-17; Secondary
Description of Tool :
Map of France and description of the provinces
Instruction on Use ;
Hang on bulletin board.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost.
Resources Used ;
I used poster board and colored markers to make the map and then
I typed a description, very brief, of each of the provinces of France.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
French
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Teaching Tool ;
A Guide to Introduction of Music in Secondary Schools
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
13-17
; Secondary
Description of Tool ;
I simply made study sheets of the different types of notes and rests
and how to read notes on a musical scale. These can be hung up for the
students to study. The flash cards are cardboard covered with paper for
drills, and a paper piano (approximately the same size as a regular piano),
for the students to pick out the notes. I must stress the point that a
teacher who is knowledgeable in the area is required for such teaching,
as detailed explanations are not included with project.
Instruction On Use ;
It is understood that the teacher has a previous basic knowledge
of music to fill in those areas not understandable. Learning sheets should
be put up on walls for studying. Flashcards are for practice in knowing
and the paper piano is to give the students something to relate their newly
acquired knowledge to. If the school has a piano, it makes it even more
meaningful, for they can hear the 'sounds of music'!
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No Cost
Resources Used ;
Cardboard from boxes and notebooks; scrap paper; masking tape;
staoles; magic marker.
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed :
Music.
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Teaching Tool ;
Curriculum Alternatives
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
High School - 11 & 12th grades
Description of Tool ;
1) To supplement lectures on students' rights, the class can use
abridged cases [actual] and study questions to test their understanding
of particular amendments. [These cases can be found in any law library -
the law librarian is always more than happy to help you find cases re-
lating to students' rights], 2) Role playing - certain situations are
given, and the students are to act them out; and the students are also
to be encouraged to make a resolution [if possible] to the particular
situation (s) . 3) Give "future lawyers" a crack at the books - if a
particular topic Interests him/her - have the student do some research;
and possibly present it to the class. 4) Invite guest speakers - County
Defenders, policemen, ore even a student that has had his rights violated
in an experience he had with the law.
Instruction on Use ;
Each of these ideas could be applied to various subjects. One must
always keep in mind the personality and interests in each particular
class though!
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
Law library
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Law - Civil Rights of Students
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Teaching Tool ;
Pictures and Real-Life Experiences as Facilitators of Creative
Writing.
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
12-13; 7th grade
Description of Tool ;
There is no actual tangible tool a teacher can use in this case
besides thought-provoking pictures or ones that force a student to use
his senses in responding to them.
Real-life experiences refer to either memories of a personal
experience of a student or to taking a class or individual trip to
some place where one can observe people or animals at work or play.
Instruction on Use :
Pictures and real-life experiences can be used as starting points
for short stories or poems. A picture or experience that evokes
a total sensory experience might translate more easily into a poem
than a story. A thought-provoking pictuure or experience may become
either a story or poem. Integrate the picture or experience with the
literary form the class is studying at that time.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used :
Good pictures (as described above) may be found in magazines or
books borrowed from the library. Books: The Color of Man by Robert
Cohen, photographs by Ken Heyman. A Sense of Nature by John Hay and
Arline Strong. Magazine: Spectrum (general interest magazine, UMass)
. Pictures and Real-Life (cont'd)
May 1971 and January 1973.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed
Creative Writing or English.
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Teaching Tool ;
Poster board with picture - "T,he American Woman?"
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
Junior High or High School
Description of Tool ;
The tool can be used to initiate some thought concerning sex roles,
After, more pictures can be cut out and sections of books read to study
sex typing, and ourselves in such a society which perpetuates certain
sex roles
.
Creating Writing — stimulus — this picture
Write about other pictures, how we feel about ourselves, towards a
man
,
a woman
.
Instruction on Use ;
Motivation for theme and essay topics
Approximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Too l
;
170
Resources Used ;
Picture taken from magazine, magic marker, blue poster board - 17o.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Creative Writing; Social Studies.
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Teaching Tool
U.S. Jig-Saw Puzzle
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
8-11
; 4/5
Description of Tool ;
The jig-saw puzzle is made out of a full map of the U.S. A. found
in a travel guide put out by Shell service stations. This map was cut
out and glued on to a piece of cardboard (OAKTAG, in this case)
.
The
individual states were outlined with a felt-tip marker. The map was
then cut up into sections such as New England, the mid-west, etc. It
is now ready for the child to put it back together again.
Instruction on Use ;
The puzzle is put together like any other jig-saw puzzle.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
lOd (Oaktag)
Resources Used ;
Service station map of the U.S. A. and a piece of oaktag, glue
and a felt-tip marker.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
U.S. Geography
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Teaching Tool :
Map
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
9, 10, 11 - 4th through 6th.
Description of Toni :
Gas station map of Massachusetts. Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Cut out and paste to a piece of cardboard. Remember to leave the scale
of miles and symbols. Also try to leave the city listing on the map.
Instruction on Use :
This map can be used to show the property of scaling. Show the
kids what the scale is in miles/inch, have them plan routes for the
shortest distance. Explain the speed factor of major highways and
have them plan routes for speed. Explain the symbols and have them
plan a scenic route. Math could be worked into this by calculating
distances etc.
m^e Exercises ; Have the student draw maps of the room, their route
to and from school, a walk they took. Have them make up symbols of
their own. Give two students the same map and have them play a game
figuring routes and distances.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
5(?
Resources Used ;
Paste, a gas station map, cardboard
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed :
Social Studies
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Teaching Tool :
Consonant Blend Lesson
Suggested Age and Grade Level.c; !
6-8; Elementary
Description of Too]
:
Small cardboard cards (approximately 4" x 2") with consonant blends
(and qu) and endings to produce words. Each card has either a consonant
blend on It or an ending. To make differentiation of the cards easier,
the ones with blends on them have a black border and are a bit smaller
than the ones with endings. The cards with endings have different
colored borders. The blends are bl. br, ch, cl, cr, dr, fl, fr, gl. gr,
pl> P^> qu, sh, si, sn, th, tr.
ance, ant, ace, is, ee, og, ve,
ip, ose, op, air, own.
Instruction on Use
:
The endings are ilt, at, it, ice, een
ow, ack, eat, ape, esh, ess, ick, ap.
The instructor should put one card with a blend on it, on the board
or wall. Next to this should be placed 3 or 4 cards, with endings on
them, with only one or two appropriate for producing words.
^proximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost.
Resources Used ;
Cardboard boxes from cereal and crackers, magic markers, crayons.
Subject for Which Tool Was Designed ;
Reading.
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Teaching Tool ;
Sentence Rummy
^^^es ted Age and Grade Level a •
8-6; 3-5
Description of Tnni •
Words are written on IBM card<3 frds that form sentences (i.e. The cat
on a trash can). All cards (49, 7 sentences and 7 words per
sentence) are shuffled and tea„s of students plap ru^y with the ohiect
of the game to get 7 cards in a hand that make a sentence.
The 7 sentences used could all loaa <-1 e d to various discussions also.
Instruction on Use ;
Students can play against each other both on an Individual or a
team basis.
:
^proximate Cost For Const ruction of Teacher Tnnl ;
No cost.
Resources Used ;
IBM cards
Subjec t For Which Tool Was Designed :
Sentence Structure
t
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Teaching Tool ;
Alphabet Match Board
S^es^d Age and Grade Levels
Kindergarten
- First grade
Description of Tool !
The board Is .ede from heavy cardboard covered by sheets of IBM
paper. The board Is bloched off and the alphabet printed leaving a
plank space underneath. Cut an Identical set of letter cards from
the IBM cards. For variation make a set of letter cards with the
lower case letters. Also make a set of pictures that start with each
letter of the alphabet.
Instruction on Use:
The cards are placed face down. The child picks one and then
places It underneath the appropriate letter when they learn the sounds
of the letters they will be able to play with the picture cards.
^proximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
Heavy cardboard, IBM data sheet paper & cards, ink pens, magazine
pictures, glue, tape.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed
Language Arts
Teaching Toni ; 212
Word and Consonant Blend Lotto
^££ested
_Age and Grade o
.
,
Description of Tnni .
Poster board, or any other large, etnrdy paper, aectlon It off and
put either a vocabulary
„ord or consonant blend In each bloch. (1 naad
one side for vocabulary and one side for consonant blends - the age
level can also vary,
.ahlng the tool useful to other teachers „lth older
or younger children). Also „ahe barbers, enough for each space on each
game board. (I chose geometric shapes - the variety Is endless)! These
can be made of paper, objects.
Instruction on U.gp ;
Read off the definitions of the words that the children have
learned during a particular unit (for example). Or read off the conso-
nant blend sounds. The child then covers the appropriate word or sound.
The teacher should walk around and notice each child's progress. A form
of BINGO may also be used to create the mood of competition.
;
^proximate Cos t For Construction of Teacher Tnni
•
No cost
Resources Used ;
Manilla folders, construction paper, magic marker.
Subi ect For Which Tool Was Designed :
Language Arts
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Teaching Tool :
Rhymxng Go Fish or Long Vowel War Game
Suggested Age and Grade Level g-
5-7; 1st and 2nd
Description of Toni :
A 30-card deck of cut-off IBM cards. Cut off the IBM cards so that
they are about 3 1/2" x 3 1 / 2 ".
that you have 15 words with long vowels and 15 words with short vowels,
with 3 words from each family. I used - cat, sat, hat: pet, get, set;
sit, fit, hit; rot, hot. not; but rut. nut, pay, day, may; sec, fee,
bee; die, pie, lie; go, no, so; mute, flute, cute. Mark these words in
the upper left hand comer and lower right - like a deck of cards. Now
you are ready to play.
Instruction on Use :
Two games. Long Vowel War - 2 players - deal out all the cards,
the long vowel wins the trick; when a tie occurs, turn 1 card face down -
1 card up. Face down card determines the trick. Rhyming Go Fish -
Deal out 4 or 5 cards to each player. Player asks for (a card rhyming
with ^ank)
. If other player hasn't got it, he picks from the pile.
Most wins. 3 cards = 1 trick.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used :
30 IBM cards, magic marker
Sub.ject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Language Arts
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Teaching Tool ;
Geo-Board
_Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
Junior High-High School
Description of Tool :
1 piece plywood about 6 1/2" x 6 1/2"; 1 piece rough eaudpaper;
1 piece smooth sandpaper; 45-1" round-headed nails; magic markers; ruler;
colored elastics; hammer; bowling alley wax; varnish (non-toxic); compass
Square off the piece of plywood so that it is 6 1/2" x 6 1/2".
Sand both sides and round off the corners first with the rough sand-
paper and then with the smooth. Now take the magic markers, ruler,
and compass. On one side plot an area of 6" x 6" marking it off at
every inch and connecting the lines to form 25 squares. On the other
side draw a 6" square, find the mid-point and draw an inverted circle.
Give this 2 coats of varnish and sand again with fine paper. Wax it.
Now bang in the nails half-way in at the points of intersection on the
front and back. You can now stretch the colored elastics across the
Geo-Board
.
Instruction on Use :
To teach area and perimeter. Say that one square equals 1 sq.
unit. Ask students to find a triangle with area of 2; a hexagon with
area of 5, etc., by using elastic bands same is done on the back for
the circle. It lets students become familiar with basic shapes and
shows formulas and how they are derived.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool
:
No cost.
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Geo-Board (cont’d't
Resources Used :
Carpenter Shop at Field Houee; borrowed Items
Su^ctJFo^Which Tool Was DeslPupd -
Geometry (Perimeter and Area)
.
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• Teaching Tool :
Five-Card Bonanza
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
5th or 6th grade
Description of Tool ;
52 IBM Cards; 3 magic markers. Cut off IBM cards so that they are
about 3 1/2'* X 3 1/2". You will have a deck of 52 cards: 3 each of
numbers 1-10 (purple numerals); 2 each of numbers 11-17 (blue numerals);
1 each of numbers 18-25 (orange numerals).
A hand consists of 5 cards with a 6th card as an objective card.
You use simple addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
to equal the number of the objective card. Any combination of these
5 cards may be used, but each of these 5 cards must be used, and one
time only. Any number from 2-8 can play.
Instruction on Use :
A dealer is selected by a cut of the cards. 5 cards are dealt to
each player, numbered side down until the dealer turns up the comm.on
objective card for all players in the center of the table.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used :
IBM cards
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Math - the 4 operations
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Teaching Tool ;
Pictures to provoke discussion.
Suggest ed Age and Grade Levels ;
Secondary education - foreign language - for
almost any grade depending on how It Is used.
Description of Toni !
many age levels and
This is more an activity than It Is a tool. There Is a set of five
pictures on various subjects. It is designed to work on vocabulary,
conversation and communication, for any foreign language. On the back
of each picture Is a sheet with teacher guide questions. The questions
are to be asked In whatever language It Is being used for. The replies
are also to be given In that language. These particular questions
don't need to be asked - It Is just a guide If one wants to use It or a
basis for one to start off with. If the students are advanced then
more difficult and complex questions can be asked.
Instruction on Use :
See description of tool.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost.
Resources Used ;
Pictures from magazines, paper, imagination used in making
up the questions.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Any language (foreign)
.
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Teaching Tool ;
Twister Math Game
Su^ges^ed Age and Grade Levels ;
5, 6, 7 year olds; First grade
Description of Tool
:
The plastic lay-out has 24 circles of red. blue, yellow and green.
1 scotch-taped numbers (construction paper), from 1-12 twice, on the
colored circles. One number per circle. I made red, blue, yellow and
green construction paper circles to correspond with the colored circles
on the plastic lay-out. On these paper circles 1 wrote addition and
subtraction problems up to ten, leaving the answers off. On the back
of each circle I wrote the answers for reference.
I made holes at the top of each paper circle and reinforced them.
Then I ran a shoe-string through these holes, connecting all the paper
circles. The writing of the math problems on each paper circle was done
with a magic marker.
Instructions on Use ;
Three pupils may play at a time (1 referee, 2 players - 1 at each
end of the plastic lay-out), referee has paper circles and asks players,
in turn, the answer to a particular math problem on the paper circles.
Players give referee answer and place hands or feet on appropriate
answer number on plastic layout. When a player has answered correctly,
referee instructs him as to whether he moves left or right hand; left
or right foot.
Since there are two of each number up to 12, (on the plastic lay-
out) each set of numbers from 1-12 is on different colored circles.
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Twister Math Game (cont'd’)
Therefore, the referee again
...tea the decision as to „hlch color answer
he wants the player to „ove to. (For Instance. 5 - 4 . 1, the answer
IS 1. There is a red 1 and a yellow 1 qo ir-L-Low
. S the referee might say "Put
your left hand on the red 1." The referee only repeats the answer In
his instructions after the player has already given It to him). All
players' movements are up to the referee's discretion. This game should
be played in stockinged feet. The object of the game Is to answer
the math problems correctly and not fall down from the twisting. This
game is very helpful in giving pupils practice with:
1) color discrimination
2) discrimination of left and right hand and foot
3) increasing skills in addition and subtraction up to 10
4) physical manuverability
Players take turns in answering math problems and performing
movements
.
^proximate Cost for Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used ;
Commercial "Twister" game plastic lay-out, one shoe-lace, scotch
tape, construction paper, magic markers, circle (hole) reinforcers.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Math (addition and subtraction up to 10)
.
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Tnni ;
Spelling Game
Suggested Age and Grade Levels.
6- 9
;
1-3
Description of Tnr»1
s.^11 cards „lth individual letters and word cards. Place 1
word card face up
- pronounce and spell word together. Deal 4
letter cards to each player
- placing rest face down. Players try
to mtch a letter to the word on the word card - If he can’t he takes
a card from the letter pile - when the word Is spelled, say and spell
It aloud - then go on to next word card.
Instruction on Use :
See Description of Tool
Approximate Cos t for Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
IBM cards, scissors, magic marker
Subiect For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Spelling/Language Arts
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- Teaching Tool ;
Short-vowel LOTTO
Suggested Age and Grade Levels ;
5-6
; K and 1
Description of Tool ;
Exght lotto boards were constructed with 9 squares on each of them.
In each square is a three-letter word with a short vowel sound. To go
wxth the lotto boards is a deck of cards. Each card has one of the
three-letter words found on the boards, one card for each square. The
cards are also the same size as the squares. The words are written on
the cards and boards with a felt-tip pen. In addition, on the cards
the middle letter, the vowel is underlined in a contrasting color.
Instruction on Use ;
Played as any other kind of lotto game. The object is to get
your own card covered first. The teacher gives one card to each child
in the reading group. He then holds up the cards one at a time and
reads the word on it. If a child has that word on his board, he may
take the card and place it on his board. At the Kindergarten level
if the teacher has a group of children, with patience he can call off
the letters and have the children find the corresponding letters on
their cards. A good variation would be to have one of the students be
the caller. If all take turns, then they will all get practice at the
words, and their sounds.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
20q (oaktag)
Short-vowel LDTTn (cont'd)
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Resources Used :
Two sheets of oaktag, felt-tip pen
Subject For Which Tool Has DeslpneS -
Reading Skills
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Teaching Toni •
Road Signs (game)
^Haaest^ge and Grad.
5 - Kindergarten
Description nf .
is a simple sa„a
^
Plapep.a a.Pa„ce.en, p„ a .oaP., Ppa,
as pP0P,,a.. MoPe
.u aPe uae. ,op a,a
.„.e advance. aUU a...„„
e assistance of a reader is necessary to explain the road signs until
the children become fa.lllar enough with the signs to wove hy thew-
aeives. One of the prlnelple concepts of this gawe is an understanding
of the use of games In teaching. I„ construction the use of clear
contact paper Is invaluable for adding to the sturdiness and re-
useabxlity of games and work sheets.
Instruction on Use;
Learning by games
Apj)roximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool
Only the contact paper cost anything.
Resources Used ;
Part of cardboard box. a wooded block, crayons, contact paper optional
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed ;
Counting, Safety, General Knowledge.
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Teaching Tool ;
Dominoes
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
All ages and grades
Description of Tool ;
Set of 28 Dominoes of following number combinations: 0/0, 0/1,
0/3, 0/4, 0/5, 0/6, 1/1, /1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 2/2, 2/3, 2/4, 2/5,
2/6, 3/3, 3/4, 3/5, 3/6, 4/4, 4/5, 4/6, 5/5, 5/6, 6/6. The wood
blocks are painted black all over. On one side of the block put one
of the above combinations in set up The number of dots is
done in white as is the
line painted across the
middle
Organization of dots:
Instruction on Use :
Use own imagination
Approximate Cost For Construct ion of Teacher Tool .
No cost
Resources Used :
Discarded wood blocks, black paint, white paint.
Subject For Which Too l Was Designe d_:
Recreation and Numbers
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Teaching Tool ;
Pictures
_Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
Can be made to be used at any age level
Description of Tool :
The picture should be one to stimulate some response in the student.
On the cards below, he (she) can write whatever they feel, whatever
they think the characters in the picture may be saying, etc.
Instruction on Use :
To inspire ideas for Creative Writing
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
46d
Resources Used ;
Poster board - 17<? (more left over)
; pictures taken from
magazines, newspapers, etc., cards or any kind of heavy paper - (free -
printing shop) rings - 29c (for about 8)
.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Creative Writing - Language Arts
Teaching Tnni .
Mosaic Art
—
-ggested and Grade ^ .
15-17 years; High School
Description of TnnT »
A picture of a clown - dnn<i -in^ cone In a mosaic style.
Instruction on TTao •
Bra„ a clown's face, (on anything else) and with colotad „agl<
-rheta colon the ohject In. hy using the papen as the haohgnound,
lust color In fragments. Make no solid areas.
No cost
Resources Used ;
Magic markers, pencil, a piece of colored paper.
Sukig^. For Which Tool Was De.s-fpnpri.
Art
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Teaching TnnT ?
Adjectives and Picture Words
%gges^e^ ge and Grade
High School
Description of Tr.r.1 •
Pass out pictures to class - as. that, to take the. ho.e or bring
ae„spapers and or
.agaslnes to school. Have each student cut out „ords -
adiectlves
- to describe what he feels about each picture and paste
them along with the picture on a piece of paper.
Then collect the papers and pass them out so no student gets his
own and have the students write an essay, poem etc, about the picture
using the adjectives on the paper. The first student will hopefully
gain some new vocabulary words and the second will too. The posters
and the written work can then be hung up in the room as a sort of visual
reward
.
Instruction on Use;
See Description of Tool
:^proximate Cos t For Construction of Teacher Tool ;
No cost
Resources Used ;
Magazines, scissors, paste.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
English
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Teaching Tool ;
Math Term Dominoes
Suggested Age and Grade Levels :
12; 7th grade
Description of Tool
Divide IBM cards In half with a line to show two different halves of
terms and examples of these terms. Each term or example of terms has a
matched half somewhere in the pile of cards.
Definxtions and examples are on the backs of each term so that the
student (s) can be checked for making a right answer by themselves (self-
correcting)
.
Choose one grade higher for the terms.
Instruction On Use :
The object of the game is to match a mathematical term or definition
it s matching example. Example: One or two people can work to-
gether, either together or one working at each end of the domino series.
Approximate Cost For Construction of Teacher Tool :
No cost
Resources Used :
IBM cards, colored felt pens, an 8th grade math text book.
Subject For Which Tool Was Designed :
Mathematics
Teaching Tnni .
Puppets and theatren - to teach alphabet
Grade
Kindergarten
- First grade
description of Tnoi .
Puppets and theatre letters •
to your own taste. Take b
^irst make the puppet,
Paint it t
"
o your own taste. string curtain across it.
Instruction nn TTora .
Ae you would like tor various lessons
of leaoker T„„, .
No cost
Resources Used ;
d, boxes, old scrap material, buttons, string, paint,
pictures from magazines.
^H!;lgclj;oiLj»hich Tool Was neslsn.S .
Language Arts - Alphabet
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3!egching Tool ;
A unit on Human Reproduction
Grade
15-16; 10th grade
Pgg^iption of Tn^T .
aching this unit, the teacher should think of the cand students a. resources The
" » o»n.unrty
. unit consists of firsr
and topics concerned
„lth hu
inestlons
Mn reproduction, then splitting the classinto groups which will research • a- -aindividual tonics anri
.
d present theirinse in Parlous waps (a demonstration and explanation ol a topic
a dehate Illustrating two sides o/an'
^
----- Class, some topicsinclude sex education (what groups should It he taught tol)
. hlrth
control, genetic counseling, venereal dnsp abortion, premarital sex,
11 defects, prenatal care of mother and fetus. Helpful communltP
-source places Include Zero Population Growth, Planned Parenthood
natural chlldhlrth classes, women's centers, venereal disease out-
patient clinics in hospitals, free health dim. child and famllp
services. Easter Seal Society, Muscular Dystrophy Assoc, schools for
the deaf and retarded and blind.
Instructions on Use ;
See Description of Tool
Resources U.sed ;
The students' energy. Individuality, and creativity, social service
agencies (listed In the Yellow Pages) as sources of Information; library
books and mag.slnes; the teacher (as someone to consult about sources
A PnJ-t of Huma n ReproductJon i.,^
o£ info^atlon if the group I3 having trouble)
Of Teaob., r-„ .
Coot of making enough copies of a group report (opt )
Tool Has nesi.a.a .
Biology
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Teacher education programs are In general ill equipped to prepare
teachers to work in economically deprived areas. Research has revealed
to us the characteristics of American teacher-training that prepares
teachers to relate to and become skilled at teaching the middle class
Caucasian child. Although this group clearly represents the economic
and racial majority in America, the country, through its neglect of
quality education for non-whites and the economically disadvantaged
is wasting valuable resource material in Third World and poor white
children.
Millions of youngsters, who do not fit the curriculum designed
for white middle income children, are blatantly excluded. They pour
into the mainstream of American society as workers in menial tasks
and have little opportunity to transcend their inherited class. Their
progeny, likewise, remain in a dependent, powerless, lower class
strata and a dehumanizing lifestyle is perpetuated, with few exceptions.
This author has suggested a teacher-training methodology which
will aid "classroom survival" in budget—poor school systems where non-
whites and poor whites usually attend. That methodology has throughout
been referred to as Minimum Research Teaching. This process as stated
within the dissertation demonstrates ways in which discarded materials
from the community can be salvaged and made into teaching and learning aids
where none or few are available to schools with low budgets. The philo-
sophy has been, throughout the paper, that efficient teaching need
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not depend on expensive commercial materials nfron a -viciLerxax otte accessxble to the
more privileged schools in the suburbs.
It is also philosophized by this author that successful teaching
lay in the attitude and realistic training of perspective teachers.
There has been more here than problem identification. Identifying a
problem is not quite the same as solving it. Pious or declaratory
aspirations are not much help. I have tried to avoid them here. For
example, "to recommend that there should be closer liaison between
colleges of education and the practice schools is not really to make a
recommendation at all; it is simply another way of saying that there is
not enough liaison now."^
Lxkewlse, to only present evidence of deficient urban and rural
education for prospective teachers is not enough; though the identifica-
tion and recognition are a beginning.
"Today, as the role of education in society becomes increasingly
xmportant, it is quite appropriate and indeed necessary that major
attention be given to the development of a design for the Improvement
of the education of teachers."^
The above quote was from a lecture by Horace Mann in 1963. Ten years
later we are yet seeking that better design for teacher education and
improvement. The plea in the latter portion of the sixties has been
particularly directed toward the teacher of urban poor, rural poor and
Third World children from both areas.
The Philosophy, Orientation and Methodology of Minimum Resource
Teaching has not implied a singular responsibility toward that teacher-
education improvement. "It is important, in discussing the improvement
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of teacher education, that one does not ixnply any difference in the
Cesree of fesponsfMUf. fooo.Pe. p.ofeasfon as a „.ofe a„. f.e
coUeses of „af„afsif,..3
conmmnxty alxke must assume some major responsibility for compensatory
educaaoa XacUlng „uki„ i„stif„„„„al taainfa,.
, pa„,esslonal, t.a,e-
fore. as hypothesised by this author throughout the dissertation will
seek those compensations.
Good teaching requires a
professional preparation.
.
from one situation to another
great deal of native ability and thorough
and factors that influence teaching vary
4 For the teacher placed in rural and
urban poor school distrxcts quality teaching must define itself in the
ability to cope and improvise with available resources »ith which to
Instruct their students. If there are too few books, no significant
audio-visual equipment and drab, depressing surroundings the gosd
teachers of those areas must learn to add dimensions to their visual
scope to see potential In what is not obviously a productive source for
educating. Chapters IV and V dealt specifically with recognition and
utxlxzation of "environmental resources". Chapter III dealt with
currxcula designed around minimum resources to demonstrate positive
possibilities for teaching with non-standard, non-traditional commer-
cial aids and facilities.
Chapters I and II proposed new approaches to teacher education that
would make our teachers flexible and competent regardless of placement.
Attitude is contagious as are motivation and positive outlooks.
Children can be affected by the positive attitude of a creative, skilled
teacher who recognizes potential for effective teaching despite appearances
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of the teaching situation. Teaching is an intimate process of human
exchange. Learning is not dependent on brick buildings, tiled floors
and wall-to-wall chrome or plastic equipment. Children can fail to learn
in that environment if teacher attitude and encouragement is lacking.
"Encouragement implies acceptance of the individual as he is. It
IS facilitated when we see things as the child sees them and when we
recognize the child's creative power to interpret."^
The B.ood teacher can assist that encouragement by his own attitude
of possibility and accomplishment.
In conclusion I would hope that curricula throughout America's
teacher-training institutions would incorporate more realistic teacher
preparation and that the preparation also include the antiticpation of
all children not only the middle class child nor only the Caucasian
child enrolled in super-equipped edifices.
If America is to demonstrate a culture that is democratic and non-
biased in its educational process, as its propaganda would say, there
must be excellent education for all children, equally. But while we
are waiting and protesting the contradiction of what is said and what
is actually done—we who have chosen education as our profession must
educate well— inspite of the racist and political deterants which
systematically impede the academic development of the poor and Third World
citizenry. Ecology and the salvaging of resource potential must begin
with people. Minimum R.esource Teaching is one method and teacher-training
technique toward such a goal.
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